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Copper (Cu) wire bonds have become the dominant wire material used in microelectronic packages, 
having replaced gold (Au) in the majority of applications. Cost saving has been the key factor to 
drive this transition in wire bond material, although there are other advantages to Cu such as better 
electrical and thermal conductivity, reduced wire sweep during transfer molding and most 
importantly slower intermetallic compound (IMC) formation with Al (bond pad). Although IMC 
layers are much thinner than for Au-Al bonded joints, growth of second phase, Cu9Al4, due to 
exposure to high temperature leads to interfacial separation, which is exacerbated under thermal 
cycling condition ultimately leading to failure of the joint.  
Part I of this dissertation aims at addressing the effect of combined loading (thermal aging and 
cycling) on the reliability of Cu wire bonded devices using a unique long dwell thermal cycling 
profile that accelerates growth of different IMC phases (CuAl2 and Cu9Al4) and accelerates failure 
due to CTE mismatch between epoxy mold compound, die and Cu wire bond. Unlike many of the 
studies presented in literature, the test vehicle in this study are made of commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) parts, where a multitude of factors vary from one another, such as wire diameter, wire 
bond and bond pad characteristics, etc., the combination of which play a significant role in the life 
time of these devices and is not fully captured by first-principal models. Hence, a data-based life 
estimation method is developed, to aid in part selection based on initial bond characteristics. 
Critical parameters of wire bond that contribute to reliability are identified, the most significant of 
which is Al bond pad thickness, which controls the growth of IMC and influences time for Cu9Al4 
IMC phase formation.  
Second part of this work is focused entirely on the Al bond pad thickness. Part II-A focuses on the 
qualitative comparison of pad thickness effect on the quality of initially formed bond through use 
of bond shear analysis and the effect of bond interface aging on bond shear analysis. Test vehicle 
consists of three pad thicknesses namely, 0.5 µm, 1 µm and 4 µm, over which Cu wirebonds with 
four different thermosonic bond recipes are made. Results from Part II-A provide guidelines for 
bond comparison using bond shear analysis. Part II-B focuses on the effect of bond pad thickness 
on the reliability of Cu wire bonds under isothermal aging at 175°C and 200°C for 1000 hours and 
650 hours respectively. Test vehicle in this study consists of 0.675 µm and 3 µm pad thickness on 
silicon die in 20 leaded 5x5 QFN package. Wire bonds with one thermosonic bonding recipe are 
made on all the 90 packages used in the study. Electrical resistance and cross-sectional analysis are 
used to derive failure times, which is in turn used to build empirical relationship between pad 
thickness and time to failure. Result from this study shows longer time to failure for wire bonds on 
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1. Copper wire bonded interconnection in Microelectronic packages – 
Literature Review 
Wire bonding is the preferred first level interconnection (connection between die and 
lead) in microelectronic devices and has existed for more than 50 years. Greater than 
90% of the semiconductor packages used wire bonding as of 2013 [1]. The alternative 
to wire bonding is flip chip attach which provides higher I/O capability, but increases 
the cost, especially due to set-up of infrastructure [2], hence wire bonding has continued 
to be the dominant first level interconnection method. Bonding of wire as thin as 18µm 
on bond pads is a micro welding process that results in a robust joint between the 
different materials as shown in Figure 1.1. Thermosonic bonding process is widely used 
today, which involves application of temperature and ultrasonic energy on a ball 
formed on the end of a wire which is pressed at pre-determined force against the 
substrate (bond pad). Temperature during bonding is maintained between 150ºC-220ºC 
[3]. The combination of ultrasonic energy, force and temperature softens the wire and 





Figure 1.1 Wire bond in microelectronic devices. 
Gold was the preferred choice of wire material due to its resistance to oxidation and 
corrosion, however with the significant increase in its price since mid-2000s, alternative 
options have gained popularity.  Specifically, Cu is a viable material, primarily due to its 
low cost. Figure 1.2, shows change in wire bond material trend worldwide from 2010 until 
2017, where Au wire-bonded devices have reduced from 82% to 16%. Cu and Palladium 




Figure 1.2: World Wide Wire Bonding Trend [5][6]. 
Wire cost comparison was performed between a 99.99% Cu and 99.99% Au wire (10,000 
ft) for three different diameters, 18µm, 25.4µm and 50.8µm. Cost savings for OEMs from 
switching to Cu were calculated to be 12%, 66% and 85% respectively [7]. However, Cu 
has several challenges in manufacturing due to its inherent material properties such as 
increased hardness and high potential for oxidation, and with reliability, especially under 
thermal aging and thermal cycling conditions. Palesko and Vardaman  [8] reported cost for 
a 31x31mm semiconductor package with 624 I/Os to be $2.19 when assembled with Cu 
wirebonds compared to $2.65 when assembled with Au. Additionally, a package size-wise 
cost savings between Au and Cu wire bonds and a competitive technology, flip chip 
bonding, was presented as shown in Figure 1.3. This shows higher cost savings with flip 
chip interconnection for large I/O devices such as microprocessors, where I/O greater than 
1024 favors flip chip over Au wire bond, however, Cu wire bond is still the cheapest first 
level interconnection method for package size until as big as 45x45m with 1936 I/Os. 
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Several family of devices fall within this category due to which majority of the OEMs are 
converting to this (Cu wire bond) cost saving technology.  
 
Figure 1.3: Cu vs Au Total Package Cost Comparison [8]. 
1.1. Comparison between Cu and Au Wire Bond Material 
Cu wire bonding is now widely accepted as a replacement for Au, mainly driven by 
cost savings, although there are other advantages to Cu such as better electrical 
resistivity (1.7 vs 42.2 µΩ − c𝑚) and thermal conductivity (400 vs 320 W/mK), slower 
intermetallic compound (IMC) formation and reduced wire sweep during transfer 
molding as shown in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.. Automotive, 
industrial and aerospace market segments, however, are still reluctant to adopt Cu wire 
bonded products due to perceived risks of wire and bond pad cracks during 
manufacturing, the potential for corrosion of the IMC and interfacial cracking, and in 
general due to a lack of understanding about its reliability in harsh conditions.  
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Table 1.1: Physical Property Comparison between Cu and Au [3]. 
  
Cu-Al IMC growth occurs at a much slower rate than Au-Al, by a factor of up to 100 for 
certain temperature conditions [9]. Compared to Au-Al bonds, theslower inter-diffusion 
rate of Cu and Al is caused by atomic size difference and electronegativity between Cu and 
Al. This leads to thinner Cu-Al IMCs compared to Au-Al IMCs, as shown in Figure 1.4, 
yet several studies have reported the failure at the interface due to growth of Cu-Al IMCs 
which poses a reliability concern.  
 
Figure 1.4: IMC thickness between Au-Al and Cu-Al (right) [10][11]. 
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While some failures can be attributed to poor process control, such as under pad 
metallization cracks, they can be often prevented by carefully optimizing bonding 
parameters. Majority of failures occur during use condition, of which crack at wire 
bond neck region has been reported to be a critical concern in thermal cycling 
applications. Change in temperature causes expansion or contraction of all materials 
within the package, at differing rates due to thermal mismatch, leading to stress build 
up potentially causing failure of wire bond interconnections. Temperature swings can 
occur during different storage or use conditions in the life cycle of a device, for 
example, in airplanes during take-off and cruise, in industrial tools, in automotive or 
commercial devices. CTE mismatch between adjoining materials such as encapsulant, 
wire, die, die attach material and substrate causes a global deformation of the package 
imparting stress to the wire bond, consisting of axial, flexural and shear components. 
Vandendevelde,, et al. [12] showed that Cu (16 ppm/°C) wire bonds have higher 
susceptibility to failure than Au (14 ppm/°C) wire bonds due to a greater CTE mismatch 
with ‘green’ mold compound material (7-9 ppm/°C). Depending on the global package 
deformation and local deformation within the wire, one of these stresses becomes 
dominant, determining the failure mode. Eng, et. al., studied geometrical aspects of 
wire indicating that stress in wire bond is maximum at the neck near ball bond and heel, 
where there is a change in cross-sectional area. However, with exposure to high 
temperature, interfacial changes occur at the bi-metallic joint, through growth of IMC 
which could change failure site. 
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1.2. Micro-scale Ultrasonic Bonding in Microelectronic Packages 
Ultrasonic wire bonding is the process of using ultrasonic energy combined with force and 
temperature over a period of few milli-seconds to form a weld between the wire and pad. 
Figure 1.5 shows the typical bonding cycle.    
1.2.1. Thermosonic Bonding Process of Cu Wire   
The bonding process with Cu wire starts with an electric flame off (EFO) process, where a 
high voltage difference is created between a metal wand and the tip of wire (held by 
capillary). Electric breakdown of air gap between the wand and wire tip leads to a high 
current spark which rises temperature of the wire tip and thereby melts it to form a spherical 
ball, known as the free air ball (FAB). To prevent oxidation of the Cu FAB a continuous 
supply of forming gas (95% N2 and 5%H2) is constantly supplied at a specific flow rate. It 
is important to inhibit oxidation at this stage to form a symmetric FAB and ensure adhesion 
of ball bond [13]. The next step in the bonding cycles is the process of ball bond formation, 
which is done by the descent of capillary (carrying the FAB) to the desired location and 
application of ultrasonic energy and bonding force on a heated substrate (usually Al). 
Ultrasonic energy softens the FAB, lowering flow stress, leading to plastic deformation of 
its shape and causes breakage of native oxide (~5nm thick on Al pad) [37]. Optimizing the 
energy used is very critical to form a good bond and has been studied in detail elsewhere 
[14]-[17]. Bonding force ensures coupling of ultrasonic energy between FAB and bond pad 
that leads to the bond formation. High bonding force is needed with Cu due to its increased 
hardness compared to Au but may also lead to pad damage by cracking it or cause cracks in 
the circuitry beneath the pad [18]. A low bonding force on the other hand causes lack of 
transmission of the ultrasonic energy between FAB and pad leading to a non-stick on pad 
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(NSOP) condition, where the bond is not formed [19]. Bonding temperature can be varied 
depending on pad material, thickness and wire thickness and is usually between 150ºC and 
220ºC [3][19].  
Upon completion of the first bond (ball bond) formation, the capillary rises to follows a pre-
defined path to form the wire loop and descends to form the second bond (wedge bond). 
This is done through a similar process as mentioned above with an additional in-plane 
shearing movement by the capillary that shears the bond after its formation to separate the 
wedge bond and the wire connecting it through the capillary. Bond formation cycle is 
presented in Figure 1.5, which shows the different steps [1]. Some of the failure modes due 
to non-optimized bonding parameters are also presented.  
   
Figure 1.5: Thermosonic Ball-Wedge Bonding Process (left) and some failure modes due to non-optimized 
bonding parameters (right) [1][20]. 
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1.2.2. Adhesion between Cu and Al through Initial Intermetallic 
Compound Formation (IMC) 
Both Cu and Al have high oxidation potential and readily reacts with oxygen which has the 
highest reduction potential to form an oxide layer. Enthalpy of formation of Al2O3 was 
found to be -399.04±0.24 kilocalories under standard conditions. Thus, bonding between 
Cu and Al requires breaking the oxide layer and promote atomic inter-diffusion to form 
solid solution. This is done by using ultrasonic power in the bonding operation as described 
above. Bonding conditions generate temperature as high as 465ºC at the interface that 
promotes atomic flux between both Cu and Al, causing the formation of a solid-solid 
solution and a thin intermetallic compound region [21]. Xu, H., et. al. found three interfaces 
between Cu and Al right after bond formation, namely, Cu-Al2O3-Al, Cu-CuAl2-Al and just 
Cu-Al, of which bond adhesion was reported to be contributed by the CuAl2 region [22]. 
Thus, a larger area of CuAl2 was attributed to greater shear strength of the bond that is 
generally considered to yield high reliability. Initially formed CuAl2 can grow in thickness 
with exposure to higher temperature through diffusion of Cu in to Al and extended periods 
of exposure can cause emergence of new phases such as Cu9Al4. Growth of these IMCs at 
the expense of Al pad consumption leads to reduction in strength of the bond.  
1.3. Intermetallic Compound (IMC) Growth and Nucleation of New 
Phases at Elevated Temperature  
Annealing of the Cu-Al joint at elevated temperature leads to formation of new phases as 
shown in the Cu-Al phase diagram (Figure 1.6). Different IMC phases can form depending 




Figure 1.6: Cu-Al Phase Diagram. 
Haidara et al., [24] studied different Cu to Al thickness ratios which led to formation of 
different end IMC phases as shown in Table 1.2. In the case of wire bonds in microelectronic 
devices, where Al is limiting, CuAl and Cu9Al4 have been reported widely as the subsequent 
phase to CuAl2, of which CuAl is reported to be an intermediate un-stable phase and the 
termination phase has been agreed in literature to be Cu9Al4. 
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Table 1.2: IMC Phase Formation with Different Cu:Al Thickness Ratio [24]. 
 
Cu diffusion into Al dominates the IMC growth process leading to formation of CuAl2 until 
most of the Al beneath the bond is consumed. Further Cu diffusion into CuAl2 leads to 
formation of Cu9Al4, which is the final phase that exists after extended annealing times. 
Growth rate and activation energy of these IMC phases have been investigated by several 
researchers and fall within the range of 1.97 × 10−9  𝑚2 𝑠⁄ [20] to 1.63 × 10−4  𝑚2 𝑠⁄  [21] 
and 44.38 kJ/mol [22] to 129.29 kJ/mol [21] respectively, based on temperature and dopant 
material present in wire. In a temperature range between 200ºC and 600ºC, several reactions 
are possible between Cu and Al as listed in the following equations [28]. 
 
The Gibbs free energy values of these IMCs follows an increasing order from CuAl2, 
Cu9Al4, CuAl, Cu3Al2 and Cu3Al, which signifies the order for formation of these IMCs at 
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the Cu-Al interface. And out of these, CuAl2 and Cu9Al4 are the phases that have been 
predominantly observed in the Cu-Al wire bonded interface.  
 
Figure 1.7: Sequence of IMC formation in Cu-Al interface [20,21,22,28]. 
A schematic of the IMC formation process, in cross-section view, is shown in Figure 1.7. 
Electrical resistance increases due to growth in thickness of the various IMC layers as these 
IMCs have high resistivity, ultimately leading to loss in device functionality. Thicker IMCs 
are known to reduce shear strength with easy fracture at the interface, due to its brittle nature, 
leading to an open circuit. Following section discusses the reliability concerns and 
mechanism of failure in detail.   
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1.4. Reliability Concerns in Cu-Al Bond Interface 
Reliability concern due to interfacial changes with growth of IMCs are presented below, 
specifically under thermal aging and thermal cycling condition. 
1.4.1. Risk of Lattice Mismatch at Interface due to Nucleation of 
γ—Phase 
Grain level characterization was performed to show structure of different phases of IMCs 
as presented in Table 1.3. Cu and Al exists as a face centered cubic (FCC) structure, while 
the IMCs that form by combination of the two take different forms in order to reach stability. 
CuAl2, the first phase, exists as a body centered tetragonal (BCT) structure. CuAl, the 
intermediate phase, forms an orthorhombic structure and Cu9Al4, the final phase in ball 
bond-bond pad system, forms a cubic in the form of γ-brass structure. 




Li, J., et al.   obtained XRD peaks for CuAl2 as d(310)=1.9200A, d(112)=2.1156A, 
d(110)=4.2869A, d(202)=1.8935A and lattice parameters were calculated to be a = 6.06A 
and c=4.87A.  
Similarly inter-planar spacing for Cu9Al4 were found to be, d(330)=2.0518A, 
d(552)=1.1844A, d(211)=3.5559A. Using these, the lattice parameter for Cu9Al4 cubic 
phase is to be a = 8.70642A.  
From the above, a higher mismatch is evident between Cu9Al4 and Cu compared to all other 
interfaces that are present in the wire bonded joint. Higher lattice mismatch leads to poor 
interfacial strength at this interface which is susceptible for failure. This is exasperated in 
thermal cycling condition, where additional stress due to CTE mismatch exists which can 
cause failure at this interface. 
1.4.2. Loss of Bond Adhesion of due to Growth of γ-Phase 
(Cu9Al4) 
To understand the relationship between IMC phase, thickness and failure at the bonded 
interfaces, Lassnig, et. al., performed mechanical fatigue tests on thermally aged copper 
wire bonds on Al pad [31]. Cu bonds were made using thermosonic bonding on Al pad and 
the wire is cut carefully. Surface treatment of the bond is performed with ethanol and a 
SnPb solder sphere of 400µm diameter is placed on the bond in preparation for mechanical 
fatigue test as shown in Figure 1.8. This ensured good adhesion between solder bump and 
bond. This set-up is thermally aged for at 200ºC for up to 2000 hours. Three conditions are 
used for the study, namely, as bonded (condition A), 200 hours (condition B) and 2000 
hours of aging (condition C). In condition A, IMCs were reported to be as thin as few tens 
of nanometers, however with condition B the IMCs were much thicker and predominantly 
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CuAl2 phase. Condition C, showed CuAl2, CuAl and Cu9Al4 phase with Cu9Al4 much 
thicker than in condition B. These changes in IMC phases and thickness can affect failure 
significantly.   
 
Figure 1.8: Mechanical fatigue specimen preparation [31]. 
Mechanical fatigue study was conducted through displacement loading at 20Hz that causes 
a shear stress at the bonded interface. It can be represented as shown in equation A,  
𝜏 = (𝑚. 𝑎)/𝐴    (A) 
Where, ‘m’ denotes active mass above the bond, ‘a’ is the acceleration of the test cycle and 
‘A’ is the bonding area. Results from this study is shown in Figure 1.9, where, the same 
applied stress, causes early failure with condition C compared to B and A. This is attributed 




Figure 1.9: S-N curve obtained from experimental result [31]. 
In addition, fractographic analysis was performed on these failed bonds which showed 
failure predominantly in Al pad region at the un-aged condition. At condition B (200 hours 
at 200ºC), crack initiates and initially propagates through the Al pad but deflects to 
interface between CuAl2 and Cu9Al4. At the highly aged condition C (2000 hours at 200ºC), 
crack initiates through Al and grows through interface between Cu9Al4 and Cu, finally it 
was found to deflect to CuAl IMC. These are summarized in Figure 1.10. This study shows 





Figure 1.10: Fractograph of the mechanical fatigue analysis [31]. 
In another study, by Kouters, M.H.M, et.al., Cu-Al interface strength was found through a 
four-point bending test on thermally aged Cu-Al specimen at a maximum of 500°C up to 
1225 hours [32]. The aged specimen was attached to steel carriers for performing four point 
bending study to identify weakest interfacial strength in the Cu-Al intermetallic system. 
Initiation of crack was found to occur at the pre-defined notch in the CuAl2 region (for 100 
to 200µm), which propagates in CuAl layer (region I) that has the lowest fracture toughness 
out of all IMC phases. Finally, the crack jumps to interface between Cu and Cu9Al4 (region 




Figure 1.11: Cross-sectional analysis of fractured region [32]. 
Thus, the above studies indicate the severity of Cu9Al4 IMC phase, which can reduce 
strength of joint causing failure, making it the detrimental phase that forms between Cu 
and Al.  
1.4.3. Electrical Resistance Increase due to γ-Phase (Cu9Al4) 
In addition to mechanical degradation of interfacial strength due to Cu9Al4 phase 
formation, electrical resistance has also been shown to rise sharply due to the poor 
conductivity of Cu9Al4. F.W.Wulff, et al., [33] showed resistivity of each possible phase 
in Cu-Al pair as shown in Table 1.4. Out of the five possible IMCs that can form, Cu9Al4 





Table 1.4: Cu-Al IMC Phase Characteristics [33]. 
 
1.5. Potential Mechanism of Failure in Copper Wire Bonds  
Interfacial separation has been reported in Cu wire bonds caused due to different reasons 
as suggested by different authors. Although the mechanism is still debated, the location 
of separation has been unanimously agreed to propagate between Cu9Al4 and Cu, making 
it detrimental phase of IMC between Cu bond and Al pad.  
1.5.1. Volume reduction due to growth of Cu9Al4 
IMC growth-related void formation was observed after exposure to 250ºC after 4 hours 
[1]. The location was identified to be in-between the IMC layer and bottom of the Cu 
ball surface, occurring towards the outer periphery of the ball bond. With increase in 
aging time these cavities were found to grow towards the center of the bond. 81 hours 
of aging was reported to cause a continuous layer of separation at the bond interface. 
The cause of such a separation was identified as IMC growth that is developed due to 
reactive diffusion. Volume reduction due to growth of Cu9Al4, results in micro-cracks 
and voids. In the ball bond-bond pad case, the IMC initiates at the bond periphery hence 
the separation occurs at the periphery and grows towards the center of the bond.  
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Another study [2] reported the crack formation with growth of Cu9Al4 phase. This was 
found to be caused by the diffusion of large Al atoms (184pm) in to Cu lattice, thereby 
expanding the inter-planar distances to accommodate the Al. At about ~31-37.5% 
atomic % Al, Cu9Al4 formation is preferred as presented in the phase diagram (77% 
APF vs 74% APF for FCC Cu), leading to reduced volume and interfacial separation.  
Formation of voids in the bond interface of Cu-Al is at a much lower frequency and 
volume in the case of Au-Al bonds. With Cu-Al, voids are not present in the as-bonded 
state and only nucleate after prolonged annealing and are in the order of tens of 
nanometer. Formation of these voids have been attributed due to the volume reduction 
resulting from different IMC phase formation [1-3].  






Vm → molar volume of phase,  
Vc → volume of unit cell  
Na → Avogadro constant, 6.022 × 1023𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 
Z → No. of formula weights per unit cell 
Table 1.5, shows the volume reduction in percentage for the two phases of Cu-Al IMC 
that grows at the interface. CuAl2 growth shows a very minimal change in volume due 
to which voids are not formed throughout the time of it being the dominant phase. 
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Cu9Al4 shows significant volume shrinkage which results in voids in the order of tens 
of nanometer. These voids have been reported to grow with extended annealing during 
transformation of CuAl2 to Cu9Al4.  
Table 1.5 Volume Reduction for Different IMC Phases. 
 
1.5.2. Corrosion resulting from chlorine ions present in mold 
compound.  
 Wire bond corrosion has been reported in packages with encapsulant that have a high 
absorption and halogen content. In most use conditions, moisture is not controlled and 
hence corrosion of ball bond interface is an important contributor to the overall wire bond 
failure. In one of the studies done by Gan et al., wire bond corrosion was observed under 
uHAST condition and was reported to be contributed by CuAl2 and Cu9Al4 formation, 
which reacts with moisture resulting in a hydrogen embrittlement-induced cracking [5]. 





Figure 1.12: Mechanism of Corrosion in Cu Wire Bonds. 
 
Reaction of moisture with CuAl IMCs is shown below, which results in H2 




𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 4𝐴𝑙 + 2𝐶𝑢𝑂 + 𝐻2 
Hydrogen formed as a by-product of the reaction tries to move from the interface results in 
cracking of the brittle IMCs. Chlorine ions can also react with the IMCs resulting in AlCl3 
whose hydrolysis reaction results in Al2O3, which forms the corroded interface. 
𝐶𝑢9𝐴𝑙4 + 12𝐶𝑙
−  → 4𝐴𝑙𝐶𝑙3 + 9𝐶𝑢 
𝐶𝑢𝐴𝑙2 + 6𝐶𝑙
−  → 2𝐴𝑙𝐶𝑙3 + 𝐶𝑢 
2𝐴𝑙𝐶𝑙3 + 3𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3 + 6𝐻𝐶𝑙 
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These reactions leads to cracking of the wire bond at the periphery which is the site of 
initial reaction and propagates towards the center of the bond causing a complete failure.  
1.5.3. Oxidation of IMC 
Oxidation induced cracking have also been reported as a potential cause of the failure of 
the Cu rich (Cu9Al4) IMC. An energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scan was 
performed by Lall et al., who identified presence of oxygen at that region. Source of 
oxygen has been reported to be either due to outgassing of resin in encapsulant at high 
temperature, or due to broken polymer chains [6]. 
1.6. Reliability of Cu Wire Bonds under Thermal Aging and Cycling 
Conditions 
Several studies on IMC formation and failure under different isothermal aging conditions 
have been performed, results of which indicates Cu9Al4 formation to lead to weak interface. 
These failures can be exasperated under thermal cycling conditions, such as those 
experienced in actual use. Thermal cycling causes expansion and contraction of materials 
within a package causing a global deformation that results in warping of package, and a 
local deformation at the EMC-die interface caused by mismatch in CTE between EMC and 
die, as shown in Figure 1.13. A greater mismatch is expected on the ball bond side, due to 




Figure 1.13: Deformation of package due to CTE mismatch of adjoining package materials.  
Vandevelde, B., et.al., performed finite element analysis (FEA) on Cu wire bonds attached 
to Al pads encapsulated with low CTE green compound material [12]. The difference in 
CTE was reported to cause high stress at the wire bond neck region, which is the area of 
change in cross-sectional area. Thus failure was said to be localized at this region in Cu 
wire bonds under thermal cycling as shown in Figure 1.14.  
 
Figure 1.14: Stress concentration at wire neck under thermal cycling (left). Failure at wire neck region after 
700 cycles from -60ºC to 175ºC (right) [12]. 
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Fan, H., et al., listed three dominant factors that leads to wire neck failure:  
1. CTE mismatch between epoxy mold compound (EMC), Cu wire and lead frame 
(LF).  
2. Adhesion between EMC and Cu wire. (Poor adhesion led to delamination of EMC 
from Cu wire which was shown to be a critical factor for increase in stress at wire 
neck region).  
3. Wire neck shape – larger loop provided lower stress as compared to smaller loop.  
Experimental results from their study showed wire neck crack at 400 cycles with a 
particular encapsulation material.  
Chan, M., et.al., reported an increase in electrical resistance of about 1.75Ohms after 700 
thermal cycles from -65ºC to 175ºC [34]. Failure analysis showed crack in the wire neck 
region as predicted by the previously shown study.  
Gan, C.L., et al., [35] reported higher life time for Cu wire bonds compared to Au from 
thermal cycling experiment performed between -40ºC to 150ºC as per JESD22-A104. A 
significant effect of mold compound type was also visible which proved results from 
previously reported studies. Figure 1.15 shows the Weibull failure time distribution for Cu 




Figure 1.15: Comparison of TCT Reliability between Au and Cu Wire Bonds [35]. 
Cracks were observed at the interface between Cu-Al IMC and Cu bond after 9500 thermal 
cycles from -40ºC to 150ºC as shown in Figure 1.16 [35]. This is due to the change at the 
interface due to the growth of IMCs.  
 
Figure 1.16: Interfacial micro-cracks after 9500 cycles from -40ºC to 150ºC [35]. 
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This is one of the few studies that report interfacial failure due to growth of IMCs under 
thermal cycling condition. Although failure region was reported no further assessment as 
to mechanism and exact location was found, which is necessary to prevent it. From these 
thermal cycling studies and from IMC growth related interface weakening at high 
temperature aging, it can be identified that the failure mode shifts from the wire neck 
cracking to interface region due to IMC growth and hence it is necessary to consider a 
combination of thermal aging and thermal cycling stress (as a device would experience in 
actual use condition) for reliability assessment.  
1.7. Research Objectives  
Studies in literature points to two critical failure mechanisms, namely, IMC growth at 
elevated temperatures that causes weakening of the interface and failure of Cu wire bond 
in thermal cycling condition due to mismatch in CTE between EMC, Cu wire and LF. 
However, in reality these stresses happen concurrently which has not been studied. With 
growth of IMCs, failure could dominate at the interface rather than at wire neck. One study, 
(done by Gan, C.L., et al., [35]) shows this type of failure when wire neck failure was 
prevented by using low mismatch EMC. Literature suggests Cu9Al4-Cu to be the weak 
region due to mismatch in lattice parameters and IMC induced cavity formation, making it 
susceptible for failure under thermal cycling condition. With the knowledge from literature 
the following gaps were identified and are studied in this thesis.  
1. Lack of study on Cu wire bond reliability under a combination of thermal aging and 
thermal cycling condition (as a device would experience in actual use condition). 
2. Critical factors that contribute to reliability of copper wire bonds in microelectronic 
packages have not been identified as most of the studies in literature are performed 
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with test coupons/devices where only effect of few parameters have been studied. EMC 
material, wire material and wire bond process parameters have been widely studied, 
while bond pad characteristics and wire geometry have been mentioned sparsely in 
literature.  
3. Due to use of test coupons/devices in the above mentioned studies, a failure estimation 
model for use with commercially available off the shelf (COTS) device is absent. 
4. Wire bond damage due to interface degradation is studied by bond shear assessment, 
but needs a robust decapsulation method to access the wire bonds that does not degrade 
the bond due to the decapsulation process.  
5. Although shear force analysis is widely used, parameters affecting its result is not 
studied in detail, especially bond pad thickness and aging condition, which are 
necessary for comparison of bonds.  
6. Bond pad thickness controls the amount of Al present for reaction to form IMCs, but 
its effect on wire bond reliability is not studied in detail. 
1.8. Research Approach  
With defining the research objectives, a research approach as described in Figure 1.17 
was formulated. This study will consist of two parts, where Part I will focus on studying 
a combination of thermal aging and cycling reliability of Cu wire bonded COTS parts, 
development of decapsulation technique and building a data based failure estimation 
model for COTS parts that can be used with knowledge of initial wire bond 
characteristics.  
Part II of the study will focus on understanding the effect of one of the parameter (bond 
pad thicknes) from the multitude of variables present in COTS parts. Bond pad 
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thickness was identified to be a critical parameters and, its effect on initial bond shear 
analysis is evaluated in Part II-A. Additionally, effect of aging of bonds on shear 
analysis is also studied as part of this study. Part II-B focuses on the effect of bond pad 
thickness on the reliability of Cu wire bonds due to delay in Cu9Al4 phase formation. 
Chapter 3 to 6 of this thesis is dedicated to Part I study and Chapter 7 and 8 discusses 
results from Part II study.  
 
Figure 1.17: Research Approach 
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2. Au vs Cu Wire Bond Reliability under Thermal Aging Condition 
A pilot study is performed, prior to addressing the research gaps mentioned in Chapter 1, 
to strengthen the need to assessing Cu wire bond reliability. This study compares Au and 
Cu wire bonds on Al bond pad in COTS parts through isothermal thermal aging study 
conducted at three different temperatures.  
2.1. Introduction 
Diffusion of Cu in to Al is reported to be much slower than that of Au in Al, thereby leading 
to lesser IMC formation. Though a lot of work has been done in the past on Au-Al and Cu-
Al systems [1]-[5], they have been restricted to bulk material or wire bonding done in 
laboratory conditions, which are different from COTS parts in terms of material, process 
and assembly. Additionally, growth constants and activation energy reported in the 
literature [6]-[13] form a wide range and is dependent on several factors such as bonding 
parameters, wire dopant material, etc., which makes it necessary to have a comparison 
between a Cu and Au bonded device, manufactured by the same OEM where package and 
process parameters will be the same . This is done through obtaining the same device, with 
date codes before the conversion to Cu (Au wire bonded device) and after the conversion 
was made (Cu wire bonded device). Hence minimal variation between the devices are 
expected and results will give a one-to-one comparison between Cu-Al and Au-Al wire 
bond-bond pad pairs, under accelerated isothermal aging condition.  
2.2. Au-Al IMCs formation  
According to the Au-Al phase diagram, five different IMC phases can be developed [15]. 
They are Au5Al2, Au4Al, Au2Al, AuAl2 and AuAl. Out of these the predominant one is the 
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AuAl2 that is purple in color and hence the name ‘purple plague’ is associated with the 
IMC formation in Au-Al system. Though these IMCs are not thermodynamically unstable, 
their brittle nature can cause formation of cracks due to thermal expansion and relaxation 
of mold compound causing failure. Another failure mode is the crack formation by 
coalescence of Kirkendall voids which are predominant in the Au-Al system caused due to 
the difference in the rate of diffusion of Au in to Al and Al into Au. Both of the above 
condition leads to an open circuit failure.  
Upon bonding by thermosonic process of two ‘ideal’ metals with no oxide layers gold will 
diffuse into aluminum to form Au5Al2 IMC, which will be the first IMC as shown in Figure 
2.1. However, in reality oxide layers exist on the aluminum pad and these break due to 
ultrasonic, giving way for diffusion to occur between Au and Al at certain region. Diffusing 
species of Au into Al forms AuAl2 and the diffusing species of Al into Au forms Au4Al. 
Thus, the IMC formation depends on the concentration of atoms. With aging, different 
IMC phases grow depending on temperature and time. In the current work, the IMC growth 
measurements are done considering IMC as a whole instead of separate phases. This is due 
to the fact that phase marking is tedious and would not be consistent with different aging 
times. 









Figure 2.1: Au-Al Intermetallic Compound Formation  [15]. 
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2.3. Test Vehicle and Design of Experiment  
Though a lot of work has been done in the past on Au-Al and Cu-Al pair comparison, they 
have been restricted to bulk material or wire bonding done in laboratory conditions, which 
are different compared to those in COTS parts. This work is done to identify growth 
constant and activation energy for commercially available off-the-shelf parts (COTS) with 
gold wire bond and copper wire bond. Both these parts were manufactured by the same 
OEM and do not contain any other changes apart from bond wire material. To account for 
the change in bond wire material, the manufacturer uses additional markings that signifies 
use of copper wire bond. In both cases, the wire diameter and ball bond dimensions are 
almost the same.  
Purpose of this work is to be able to find the intermetallic compound thickness at a given 
time and temperature of aging and provide a relationship to compare Cu-Al and Au-Al 
IMCs. Under normal working conditions these intermetallic compounds will not grow 
sufficiently to make a prediction model in a short time, especially not Cu-Al IMCs. Thus 
the failure mechanism, intermetallic compound formation, was accelerated under 
temperature conditions that were higher than the normal use condition. Two different 
temperature conditions were chosen for this study to get enough data to be able to develop 
a growth prediction model as shown in Figure 2.2. 150ºC, 185ºC and 200ºC were chosen 
as the accelerated conditions as higher temperature could cause a drift in the failure 
mechanism of the Au-Al system. It has been reported that Kirkendall voids can coalesce to 
form cracks at low aging times at temperature of >200ºC. Formation of crack will break 
the path for diffusing atoms, halting the growth of IMCs. To prevent this and provide an 
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environment for continuous growth of intermetallic, like in the case of usage conditions, 
these two temperature conditions were chosen for isothermal aging.  
Eight devices of each, copper and gold wire bonded parts were tested at each temperature. 
Devices were put in separate chambers for aging at different conditions. Thus a total of 16 
devices were placed in one chamber, which were taken out at 100 hours, 200 hours, 400 
hours and 800 hours. At each interval, two devices were taken out for cross sectioning, to 
identify the IMC thickness at different aging times.  
 
Figure 2.2 Design of Experiment (DOE) for Au vs Cu Wire Bond Reliability Study. 
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Devices that were taken out for failure analysis, were cut with a diamond tip circular saw 
to get close to the die and then potted with epoxy resin and hardener to prepare the 
specimen for cross sectioning. The potted specimen was allowed to cure for 12 hours after 
which they went through grinding with grit paper no. 400, 600, 800 and 1200. At this point 
the wire bonds were visible. Next, diamond suspension of particle size 3 micron, 1 micron, 
0.25 micron and 0.05 micron were used to polish the specimen to remove all surface 
scratches that would exist from the grinding process. At the end of the polishing step, the 
specimen was free of cracks and had a surface roughness of 50 nm. Care was taken 
throughout the process to prevent introduction of cracks due to the cross-sectioning method 
itself. Also, the force in each of these steps were kept minimum to prevent shear of the 
intermetallic compounds. These specimens were imaged in a scanning electron microscope 
at different magnification going up to 25000X. At this magnification, it was possible to 
observe features in the order of few micro-meters. Images obtained showed no signs of 
IMC shearing or cracking due to the metallographic specimen preparation method as 
shown in Figure 2.3.  
 
Figure 2.3 Au-Al system (left) and Cu-Al system (right) aged at 185C for 800 hours. 
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In case of Cu-Al system the IMCs are comparatively thinner and hence magnification of 
up to 25000X is used to locate them. Images obtained at different aging times for three 
temperature conditions were used for IMC thickness measurement. First, the area of the 
IMC was measured and then the length over which area measurement was taken was 
identified. Dividing the area by the length gave the average thickness of IMC in the ball 
bond-bond pad interface. More detail about the measurement process is given in Chapter 
4, Section 4.2.  
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 shows the IMC thickness obtained for three different temperatures 
at four different aging times each. Growth in IMC thickness can be seen with aging time 
for a particular aging temperature and also higher IMC thickness at the same time for 
increasing aging temperature is observed. Time and temperature are two critical parameters 
that affect IMC formation.   
Table 2.1 Au-Al IMC thickness measured for different temperature at different times. 
 
At 150°C At 185°C At 200°C
Un-Aged 
100 Hours 2996.6 4227.3 4394.9
200 Hours 5246.9 6007.8 7681.1
400 Hours 6371.7 7882.1 8316.2






Table 2.2 Cu-Al IMC thickness measured for different temperature at different times. 
 
    
Arrhenius equation is a physics of failure model that can be used to model the IMC growth 
and develop a model to predict time to growth of IMC at a different temperature. Two 
parameters that are to be found from this model are the growth constant and the activation 
energy. The growth constant will be different at different temperatures, which will then be 
used to find the activation energy. IMC growth follows a parabolic relationship, where,  
𝑥 =  𝐾 × 𝑡0.5        (Eq. 1) 
x → Intermetallic compound thickness 
K → Growth constant  
t → time  
Arrhenius relationship is given by,  
𝐾 = 𝐶𝑒−𝐸/𝑘𝑇         (Eq. 2) 
C → constant,  
E → Activation energy,  
At 150°C At 185°C At 200°C
Un-Aged 
100 Hours 186.2 509.1 779.6
200 Hours 255.7 629.0 1061.6
400 Hours 426.7 933.7 1469.4
800 Hours 610.2 1153.2 -
Aging Time 
Cu-Al IMC Thickness
~Few Tens of Nanometers
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k → Boltzman Constant, 
T → Absolute temperature in Kelvin  
2.4. Result of Isothermal Aging 
2.4.1. Au-Al Interfacial IMC 
Using the Arrhenius equation as shown above, following graph (Figure 2.4) was plotted to 
find the best fit to obtain line equation for which the slopes would give the growth constant.  
   
Figure 2.4 Au-Al IMC2 Vs Time plot for 150°C, 185°C and 200°C. 
Slop of these plots show an increase with the aging temperature which is expected as higher 





Figure 2.5 Plot to find the activation energy for Au-Al IMC. 
 
Growth constant is related to the activation energy by equation 2. By rearranging the 
terms,  






] + ln (𝑍)      (Eq. 3) 
This is in the form of,  
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏        (Eq. 4) 
Hence, ln(K) vs 1/T plot (Figure 2.5) is made to find the slope which would lead to finding 
the activation energy. The values of the obtained growth constants and activation energy 
for the formation of Au-Al IMCs are shown in Table 2.3. These values lie within the range 
shown in literature, however, they are closer to the lower limit indicating that the actual 
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IMC growth in plastic encapsulated microelectronic devices are much higher than in the 
test vehicles that are mainly reported in the literature.       
2.4.2. Cu-Al IMC 
Similar to the Au-Al system, the Cu-Al IMC thickness were measured and tabulated as 
shown in Table 2.2 and their growth constants were found by finding the slope of the line 
for the IMC vs time plot. Figure 2.6 shows the parabolic nature of this curve, which is 
expected.  
 
Figure 2.6 Cu-Al IMC2 Vs Time plot for 150°C, 185°C and 200°C.  
Using equation 3 and 4 we can obtain the activation energy from the growth constants at 




Figure 2.7 Plot to find the activation energy for Cu-Al IMC. 
Slope of Au-Al is one order of magnitude higher than that of Cu-Al IMCs. With lower 
IMCs growing, the reliability of copper wire bonded devices would be higher for thermal 
aging conditions. Table 2.3, shows the comparison between Au-Al and Cu-Al kinetics.  
Table 2.3: Comparison between Au-Al and Cu-Al IMC Kinetics. 
 
Activation energy comparison shows that Cu-Al requires a higher energy, almost double, 
than that of Au-Al IMCs. Ea for Cu-Al is reported as between 60 to 129 kJ/mol [16]. This 
study showed Ea = 75.7 kJ/mol, which falls closer to the lower limit of the reported range, 
similar to the case of Au-Al IMC. This is attributed to studying the actual COTS parts with 
Wire Bond Material Slope at 150°C Slope at 185°C Slope at 200°C Q (eV)
Gold (Au) 16.495 26.637 49.114 0.346
Copper (Cu) 0.132 0.458 1.486 0.784
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copper and gold variant. So this study includes all the variations that would occur from 
devices that are manufactured by an OEM, unlike that done under laboratory conditions.  
Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 shows representative images of Au-Al and Cu-Al 
interface obtained at different aging conditions.  
 












Figure 2.10: Representative images of Au wire boned and Cu wire bonded devices aged for different times 
at 200ºC. 
In addition to IMC thickness measurements, these interfaces were examined for damage 
due to IMC growth. Kirkendall voiding in Au-Al joints have been widely reported, but was 
not observed in this study even at the maximum aging time of 800 hours in three of the 
temperature conditions. Cu-Al IMCs were found to be much thinner at all aging times than 
Au-Al, however, Cu-Al interface also showed signs of failure through interfacial separation 
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between Cu9Al4 and Cu as shown in Figure 2.11 which can act as stress concentration sites 
under thermal cycling condition leading to propagation of it resulting in an open circuit 
failure. Hence is important to assess Cu wire bond reliability under a combination of 
thermal aging and thermal cycling condition.  
 
Figure 2.11: Interfacial Crack in Cu-Al Joints. 
2.5. Summary 
This study shows the comparison between Au-Al and Cu-Al wire bond-bond pad joints at 
accelerated isothermal aging condition. IMC growth rate was found to be slower with Cu 
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than with Au due to the slower diffusion rate of Cu in Al. IMC thickness measurements 
were performed at different time intervals and used along with Arrhenius equation to 
calculate activation energy for Au-Al and Cu-Al IMCs, which was found to be 33.4 KJ/mol 
and 75.7 KJ/mol respectively. Although Cu-Al has a higher activation energy, which 
results in thinner IMC compared to Au-Al joint, interfacial separation between Cu9Al4 and 
Cu was identified that could grow with further aging and under thermal cycling condition, 
leading to open circuit failure. Hence a detailed analysis of Cu-Al joint reliability is 
necessary to enable its use in extreme use conditions. 
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3. Design of Experiment, Test Equipment and Monitoring Systems  
Objective of the experimental work was to understand the behavior of Cu-Al interface in 
wire bonded assemblies in extreme temperature long-dwell thermal cycling condition that 
is a combination of thermal aging and thermal cycling, where electronic packages are 
subjected to long time at maximum temperature at every thermal cycle. This chapter 
describes the experiment and different devices used in Part I study, including, electrical in-
situ monitoring method, printed circuit board (PCB) design and fabrication and 
experimental set-up.  
3.1. Design of Experiment 
With the focus on studying the effect of thermal aging and thermal cycling on reliability of 
Cu wire bonds, as they would experience in real-life applications, a unique long dwell 
thermal cycling profile was designed to be used for accelerated experiment. The cycle 
would involve a ramp-up to high temperature, long dwell time at high temperature, ramp-
down to low temperature, dwell at low temperature and ramp-up to room temperature. Such 
an environmental condition would lead to growth of IMCs at Cu-Al interface during high 
temperature dwell and cause thermally induced stress during ramp-up and ramp-down 
cycles. Two thermal extremes were chosen for the study, namely, industry based 
“standard” temperature condition (for down hole drilling application) from -40ºC to 150ºC 
and an accelerated “high” temperature condition from -40ºC to 185ºC. Temperature cycle 
was designed to have a ramp up/down of 5ºC/min with 4.5 hours dwell time at maximum 
temperature and a 1 hour dwell at minimum temperature.  
A total of 24 test boards were used in the study, each of which comprised of 18 devices (2 
devices of each type) with Cu and PCC wire bonds, from 7 different manufacturers that 
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have 4 different package types. This ensured a wide range of parameters that contributes 
to failure and hence a range of failure times were expected. 10 boards were subject to the 
standard test condition of which 5 boards were monitored in-situ for electrical resistance 
change and to spot open circuit failures, while the other 5 boards were removed at intervals 
of 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1600 hours. 14 boards were subjected to high test condition, of 
which 9 boards were monitored in-situ and 5 boards were removed at the above-mentioned 
intervals for analysis. Figure 3.1 summarizes the plan of experiment.   
 
Figure 3.1: Design of Experiment (DOE) for Long Dwell Thermal Cycling Study. 
Boards removed at intervals were subjected to non-destructive and destructive analysis to 
compare with initial measurements and assess damage on wire bonds or to identify 
failure time.  
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3.2. Test Vehicle – COTS Parts With Cu Wire Bonds 
Major switch to use of Cu wire bonds were made only recently at the time of starting this 
work, hence there were only few OEMs that had already made the conversion to copper 
wire bond and whose parts would be available for purchase. Copper content varied 
significantly from one manufacturer to another, such as, 99% represented as 2N, 99.9% 
(3N) and 99.99% (4N). In addition several other materials such as Palladium (Pd) coated 
Cu (PCC), Ag coated Cu and Pd doped Cu are available. However, with the addition of 
dopants and coating material wire bond process cost has been shown to increase in addition 
to the complexity in the bonding condition, hence this study was restricted to only Cu and 
PCC which are the two widely available alternatives to Au wire bond material, in the 
industry.  
Since COTS parts are used in this study, a wide variety of parts are available based on 
functionality, package type, device reliability ratings, geometrical and material 
characteristics. Nine devices were selected from this wide gamut of devices, which were 
commercially available and also represented different functionality, package type and 
manufactured by different OEMS as shown in Table 3.2.  
Device 1 was a voltage regulator used for a wide variety of applications including local, 
on-card regulation. It is designed as a three pin transistor outline (TO) package and is the 
only through-hole component used in this study. The package was assembled on the board 
through bending the three leads and securing the component with an additional bolt and 
nut at the hold provided on the top of the device as shown in Table 3.2. This device has 
copper wire bonds of ~50um diameter, largest used in this study. 
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Device 2 was a thyristor, used for functioning as a programmable overvoltage protector. 
This is a surface mount eight leaded small outline integrated circuit (SOIC) type package. 
Eight copper wire bonds of ~45um are present in the device connecting all leads.  
Device 3 was a field programmable gate array, specifically designed for meeting high 
volume, cost-sensitive consumer electronic applications.  This is a surface mount, thin 
quad-flat package (TQFP) with 100 I/Os and has the largest external dimensions compared 
to other packages used in the study.  
Device 4 was a field programmable gate array. This is a surface mount, quad flat no-leaded 
(QFN) package with 48 I/Os. 
Device 5 was a field programmable gate array. This is a device similar to device 4 and 
manufactured by the same OEM. This device was expected to fail at the same time as 
device 4 and was included in the study to verify the correctness of running the test.  
Device 6 was a single-chip Bluetooth device, used for applications such as health care 
sensors, smart watches, sports equipment, remote controls, etc. It is a surface mount QFN 
package with 32 I/Os consisting of copper wire bonds.  
Device 7 was a mixed signal micro-controller, typically used for 2-wire and 3-wire single 
phase metering. This is a 64 leaded QFP package that consists of Cu wire bonds.  
Device 8 was an interface IC. Although device 7 and 8 were manufactured by the same 
OEM, they perform different functions and have different wire bond characteristics that 
makes them unique for this study. It is also a 64 leaded QFP device.  
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Device 9 was a high-performance digital signal controller. This is an 80 leaded QFP with 
palladium coated copper wire bonds.  
All of these nine devices were live parts with active circuitry inside which required 
identification of a baseline characteristic that could be compared to after thermal cycling. 
Continuity measurement was done to identify the longest chain in each of the device, which 
would cover maximum number of wire bonds whose degradation could be monitored. 
Table 3.1 shows an example of one such multi-meter measurement for device 2. Results 
from this analysis was used in the board design to monitor specific leads in devices that 
would be used to monitor failure of the device.  
Table 3.1: Probing Analysis to Find Longest Internal Connection within Device 2. 
 
Leads 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 - X X ✓ X X ✓ ✓
2 ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓
3 ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ X ✓ ✓
4 X X X - ✓ X ✓ X
5 ✓ X X X - X ✓ ✓
6 X X X X X - X X
7 X X X X X X - X
8 ✓ X X X ✓ X ✓ -
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3.3. Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Design and Assembly  
This study was done with high temperature (maximum of 150ºC and 185ºC) hence PCB 
material selection was done appropriately to reach such temperature without damage to the 
board. Polyimide was used as the PCB fabrication material due to its high temperature 
capability, that includes high glass transition (Tg) of 260ºC and capability to withstand 
high temperature without early degradation. Electroless Nickel Immersion Gold (ENIG) 
was used as the final finish on solder pads in the board due to its capability to retard 
interfacial intermetallic compound (IMC) with SAC 305 solder. The cross-sectional 
structure of the board is shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2: Cross-section View of PCB.  
A total of 24 test boards were used in this study with each board consisting of two of the 
nine different devices. These eighteen packages were placed at symmetric locations on the 
board. Each device was provided with several locations for probing, in addition to 
monitoring two pins determined by the longest internal chain connection for each device. 
Trace lines from each device terminated at the bottom of the board at plated through holes 
(PTH), where one end of Teflon coated wires were soldered manually which would be used 
for in-situ monitoring. Other end of wires was connected to a 34923T 80 Channel Reed 
MUX card which in-turn was connected to data acquisition instrument. Wire connection at 
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the board was additionally secured through use epoxy based potting material at the primary 
and the secondary side of the board. Each of the PCBs were mounted between a top and a 
bottom frame made of aluminum with 14 bold and nuts as shown in the final assembly in 
Figure 3.3. Warpage from these constraints would be unique, which was the reason to place 
devices symmetrically throughout the board.  
 
Figure 3.3: Printed wiring assembly with Al frames on both sides. 
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All devices were monitored through the internal connection identified from multi-meter 
probing as mentioned before. Table 3.3 shows lead connections in each of the devices used 
in study. Base line resistance measurement were carried which would be used for 
comparison during test to point out failure. Considering resistance increase of certain 
percentage would not be valid in this study due to the live nature of components used in 
study whose internal circuitry performance can cause variation. Additionally, solder joints 
were part of the electrical measurement path and their degradation/failure would also 
contribute to in-situ results. Hence a complete open-circuit accompanied with cross-
sectional analysis was needed to be performed in order to narrow down failure to wire 
bonds.  
Table 3.3: Pin Connections for Devices Under Test (DUT). 
 
3.4. Failure Criteria for Long Dwell Thermal Cycling Test  
Four parameters were monitored for identification of failure, namely, (1) In-situ electrical 
resistance, (2) I-V characterization at intervals, (3) IMC thickness, (4) Interfacial crack at 
intervals and (5) Bond shear strength. However, use of in-situ and IV characterization was 

















not efficient in detecting wire bond failure due to solder joints that were present in the 
measurement path way and due to internal circuitry in these COTS parts whose failure 
could not be distinguished from those of wire bonds. Hence, IMC thickness, interfacial 
crack and bond shear analysis were the only three conditions that was able to relate to 
degradation/failure of wire bonds, out of which, observance of a continuous interfacial 
separation was defined as failure (from cross-sectional analysis). Hence failures times were 

















4. Interfacial IMC Growth Kinetics Modelling Using Arrhenius 
Relationship 
Intermetallic compounds (IMCs) between Cu bond and Al bond pad are formed during the 
ultrasonic bonding process and have shown to be around ~15-40 nm in thickness in the 
region of contact between Cu and Al [11]. This initial IMC formation provides the adhesion 
strength between bond and bond. However, with growth in thickness of the IMC a higher 
electrical resistance, oxidation and interfacial cracking has been observed. Hence modeling 
to growth in thickness of these IMCs are of utmost importance in reliability analysis.  
4.1. Introduction 
As shown in the Chapter 2, the test vehicle consisted of COTS parts that comprises of Cu 
and Palladium (Pd) coated Cu, various bond pad thicknesses and bond parameters. These 
differences lead to change in interfacial reaction and affect growth rates of interfacial 
IMCs. Cross-sectional analysis and subsequent electron microscopic imaging provided a 
means to measure these IMCs, data from which was used to derive growth constants and 
activation energy through use of Arrhenius modelling.  
Currently available studies on Cu wire bonded interface shows a wide range of growth 
constants and activation energies as listed in Table 4.1. These variations arise from the 
different bonding conditions that were used to make the bonds which result in different 
grain sizes, grain boundary densities and defects such as dislocations, which all contribute 
to short-cut paths for Cu diffusion in Al as compared to bulk diffusion. Most of these 
studies uses lab made wire bonds with unknown bonding parameters on test chips whose 
bond pad material and geometrical characteristics may not match to that of COTS parts, 
used in the industry. Thus due to a combination of the wide range in IMC characteristic 
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values and non-conformity with COTS parts, this IMC study was performed to aid in 
obtaining realistic results to estimate IMC growth kinetics and therefore reliability.  
Table 4.1: Cu-Al IMC Activation Energy and Growth Constant Present in Literature. 
IMC HTS Temperature (°C) Ea (KJ/mol) K0(m
2s-1) Reference 
Cu-Al 175, 200, 250 60.79 1.21× 10−7 [1][2] 
Cu-Al 200, 250, 300 97.45 1.21× 10−7 [3] 
Cu-Al 150, 200 129.29 1.63× 10−4 [4] 
Cu-Al 175, 200, 225, 250 121.57 3.70× 10−5 [5] 
Cu-Al 150, 180, 200 121.57 Unknown [6] 
Cu-Al 150, 250, 300 109.99 1.39× 10−8 [7][8] 
Cu-Al 150, 175, 200 113.85 1.43× 10−8 [9] 
Cu-Al 150, 200, 250 44.38 1.64× 10−6 [10] 
 
4.2. IMC Growth Rate in Cu-Al Wire Bonded Joint and Arrhenius 
Modelling 
 IMC growth is diffusion controlled which in turn arises from a concentration gradient 
between Cu and Al at the bonded interface. Diffusion occurs in response to a concentration 
gradient expressed as the change in concentration due to a change in position, 𝜕𝐶 𝜕⁄ 𝑋. The 
local rule for movement or flux J is given by Fick's 1st law of diffusion: 







in which the flux J [cm-2 s-1] is proportional to the diffusivity 𝜒 [cm2/s] and the negative 
gradient of concentration, 𝜕𝐶 𝜕⁄ 𝑋 [cm-3 cm-1] or [cm-4]. The negative sign indicates that J 
is positive when movement is down the gradient, i.e., the negative sign cancels the negative 
gradient along the direction of positive flux [12].  
Fick’s second law of diffusion predicts how the concentration gradient changes with time 
due to inter-atomic movement. Mathematical representation of which is given in Eq 2. 
 
The above equation can be solved in many ways based on the initial boundary conditions. 
In most cases, it is fair to assume a plane with constant composition due to which diffusion 
is ∝ √𝑡. An extrapolation of this would mean that IMC thickness is also ∝ √𝑡. This results 
in a parabolic growth model expressed as,   
 
D0 here is obtained from the well-known Arrhenius equation represented by,  
 
IMC thickness plot for device 1 of aging time up to 2100 hours at maximum temperature 
of 150°C and 185°C is shown in Figure 4.1. Time and temperature dependence of IMC 
thickness as shown in the above equations is clearly visible, with a 58% higher thickness 
at 185°C than at 150°C. A parabolic relationship is also visible, especially with 185ºC 
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condition that is used in the Arrhenius modelling as shown above. A higher thickness at 
100 hours compared to un-aged condition is attributed to measurement error at the un-aged 
conditions, where thickness anywhere less than 500nm was not clearly visible.  
 
Figure 4.1: IMC Thickness for Device 1 for 150C and 185C Conditions.  
Representative cross-sectional images of bonds aged to different times are shown in Figure 
4.2. Growth of CuAl2 and Cu9Al4 IMC phases (dark and light colored region) and 
interfacial crack between Cu9Al4 and Cu can be seen in the case of 185°C while not present 
in 150°C. However, crack at 185°C condition was not continuous throughout the bonded 
interface even at 2100 hours. Such an analysis was used to develop failure times which will 











IMC thickness measurements were performed on at least one bond at each aging condition 
by obtaining high magnification images at 20,000X to 30,000X of the entire interface and 
by using an open source tool, Image J. Area of IMC was measured first and then divided 
by the length over which the area was measured as shown in equation below,  




This method was preferred over others due to the non-uniform nature of the IMC growth 
in Cu-Al joints. Figure 4.3 explains the measurement process.  
 




Results from measurement of IMCs at different aging conditions for all of the devices are 
presented in Figure 4.2, which was used for the growth constant estimation at 150°C and 
185°C as well as calculation of activation energy for Cu-Al IMC.  
Table 4.2: IMC Thickness Measurement for all Nine Devices under Study 
 
Device 1 Device 2 Device 3 Device 4 Device 5 Device 6 Device 7 Device 8 Device 9
Un-Aged 45.6 64.0 87.0 56.2 44.4 46.4 48.6 57.6 51.8
100 Hours at 150°C 95.5 211.0 229.4 134.6 198.2 114.4 197.4 143.9 172.7
200 Hours at 150°C 189.2 275.3 243.3 186.1 234.5 130.9 403.7 214.6 232.8
400 Hours at 150°C 410.8 380.4 354.4 312.7 305.2 249.8 451.2 378.6 307.6
800 Hours at 150°C 520.0 510.0 424.0 358.5 382.6 553.2 553.7 385.2 464.6
1600 Hours at 150°C 686.6 982.0 876.0 646.5 541.9 746.6 832.6 716.4 524.6
2100 Hours at 150°C 908.5 993.4 1038.0 753.3 947.4 871.2 873.6 764.7 617.3
100 Hours at 185°C 662.9 501.3 285.6 465.5 541.4 288.3 477.9 275.9 263.5
200 Hours at 185°C 828.3 732.8 314.5 532.2 619.4 345.9 495.6 332.1 429.1
400 Hours at 185°C 832.9 1236.3 894.4 706.6 690.7 445.0 755.4 552.3 531.5
800 Hours at 185°C 1008.9 1441.9 963.3 889.2 1020.9 1089.5 864.9 615.1 544.3
1600 Hours at 185°C 1391.1 2115.0 1125.0 995.9 983.7 1399.0 1026.7 772.5 698.6





Figure 4.4 shows the bar charts of the measurements that are similar to the trend seen with 
Device 1 as shown above. In some cases, IMC thickness was found to be larger than that 
at an earlier time, which is due to several factors such as different device used for cross-
section, non-uniformity of IMC growth and the plane of the wire-bonded interface in which 





Figure 4.4: Bar Chart Showing IMC Thickness for all Devices under Study. 
Using the above values, IMC thickness vs time1/2 chart was plotted to obtain slope of the 
curve in order to calculate the reaction rates as given in the equation below.  
 
 
Using slope from two of the aging conditions 150°C and 185°C, ln(K) vs 1/T plot was 
made to find K0 and Q as shown in Figure 4.5 (chart represents Device 1). From the 
bottom plot, K0 is calculated to be 2.6 × 10−6(m2s−1) and Q is found to be 




Figure 4.5: Arrhenius Modelling for IMC growth in Device 1. 
Table 4.3 shows K0 and Q values for all of the nine devices under study. Although the 
devices consisted of Cu and PCC wire bonds on Al bond pad, variation in K0 and Q were 
observed. This change could arise from the different diffusion paths such as grain boundary 
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and dislocations that exists at these interfaces as discussed above. Two distinct groups were 
observed, one with power devices which has an activation energy between 30 to 41.4 
KJ/mol and the other with small signal devices with activation energy between 11 to 27.5 
KJ/mol. 
Table 4.3: Activation Energy for Difference COTS Parts used in Study.   
 
Comparison between these devices shows a correlation between activation energy and 
bond pad thickness as with Device 2 (pad thickness 5µm) in Figure 4.6 and Device 6 (pad 
thickness 2 µm) in Figure 4.7. Failure time, as will be shown in the next chapter, is also 
different for both cases, with 1600 hours for Device 6 and no failure for Device 2. 
Interfacial (ball bond-bond pad) images were obtained for both devices as shown in Figure 
4.6 and Figure 4.7. It can be seen that the 2nd phase of IMC, Cu9Al4, is much thinner in the 
case of Device 2 than in Device 6. Also, an interfacial failure at the region between Cu9Al4 
and Cu is observed in the former case. Although such a correlation between pad thickness 
and life time exists, there may other variables contributing to failure time since COTS parts 









Figure 4.7: Device 6, 1600 hours at HTC (-40°C to 185°C). 
Although these two devices show significant difference as stated above, there are several 
factors that vary between each other, apart from bond pad thickness, but this study supports 
the necessity to study the effect of bond pad thickness on the reliability of Cu wire bonds, 
which was adopted in the Part II of this research.   
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4.3. Summary  
Cross-sectional analysis of all 9 devices under two test conditions namely, -40°C to 150°C 
and -40°C to 185°C, was performed in order to measure interfacial IMC thickness at un-
aged, 100 hours, 200 hours, 400 hours, 800 hours, 1600 hours and 2100 hours aging 
condition. These measurements were used along with Arrhenius equation to model the 
growth of Cu-Al IMC and establish a predictive model to identify IMC thickness at 
different time and temperature for all 9 devices. Variation in growth constant and activation 
energy was observed amongst Cu and PCC devices, and in some cases even within Cu 
devices and PCC devices. Activation energy was found to be high with the power devices 
than with the small signal devices.  
Comparison between device 2 (Cu wire bond, pad thickness 5 µm) and device 6 (Cu wire 
bond, pad thickness 2 µm) shows, thicker Cu9Al4 phase with the latter. A continuous 
separation is observed in the interface of device 6 at 1600 hours and this is not seen even 
at 2100 hours (end of test) for device 2. Both above observations indicate the importance 
of bond pad thickness in failure of Cu wire bonds; however, both devices are COTS parts 
and hence there could be other factors that contribute to the observed trend. These 
observations along with results from data-based modelling as shown in Chapter 5, were the 
driving factors for studying bond pad thickness effect in Part II. 
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5. Data Based Reliability Modelling for COTS Parts  
In addition to interfacial IMC analysis as shown in Chpater 4, IV characterization at 
different time intervals was also performed. They were obtained to find out the resistance 
of the leads in the devices and to spot discontinuities in the internal circuit (wire bond). 
The IV sweep is performed with an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer, 
which plotted the IV curve within the specified voltage range as shown in Figure 5.1. 
Maximum and minimum voltage used in these tests, were kept below the absolute 
maximum ratings of the parts. Slope of the curve can be used to obtain resistance across 
different leads, which represents degradation of the circuitry in addition to wire bonds. 
 
Figure 5.1: Damage parameter, I-V sweep (left) and bond shear force (right). 
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The other device, out of the two replicates from the board, was decapsulated to reveal the 
ball bonds which were then sheared using a DAGE 2400 to find out the shear strength 
degradation with thermal cycling. Devices aged to greater than 800 hours were not able to 
be decapsulated due to growth of oxidation layer on the periphery of the encapsulant that 
prevented acid etching, hence results only up to 800 hours are presented. Shear strength 
showed an initial increase at standard cycling conditions after which there was a drop, 
which is attributed to the increase in coverage of IMC laterally and then growth in thickness 
(more work on change in shear force due to aging is presented in Chapter 6). High cycling 
conditions showed a direct drop in force with time indicating that the maximum shear force 
could have been before 200 hours. Very low shear values observed in both cases at 800 
hours indicates severe degradation of interface leading to poor adhesion. Such a trend was 
observed in most of the devices. Shear force can also be affected by the decapsulation 
procedure, especially because the acids used in the process can adversely affect bond wire 
and interface. Thus, cross sectional analysis followed by electron microscope imaging was 
performed to support all the measured degradation factors. Presence of full crack in the 
wire bond-bond pad interface was considered as failure as until then electrical connectivity 
exists. Specimen preparation was done with silicon carbide abrasive sheets and polished 
with diamond suspension as low as 0.05µm to obtain defect free surfaces that show the 
bond interface.  
Results from one of the device (device 6) is shown in Figure 5.2, where growth in IMC and 








A combination of thermal stress and stress from γ phase formation is believed to be the 
cause of separation, which occurs at region above Cu9Al4. From such analysis, failure time 
was defined as complete separation at interface and was found for all nine devices as shown 
in Table 5.1.  
Such a complete interfacial separation was not observed with all devices, for example, 
Figure 5.3, shows images of interface of device 8, where separation is found to be 
discontinuous at even at 2100 hours. Thus, a failure time of 2100+ is mentioned for device 
8 in Table 5.1. Difference in failure times are expected as these devices are completely 
different from each other and experience different stress based on package characteristics 








Similar procedure for specimen preparation was performed to obtain interfacial region of 
wedge bonds, where failures typically occur. In the case of device 6, under high 
temperature cycling, separation was observed to initiate at 1600 hours from the underside 
of bond. This device consists of Cu wire bonded on Ag coated Cu lead. Interfacial 
degradation is seen at 1600 and 2100 hour, through which a separation is observed. Such 
failure was not observed in all devices, for e.g., in the case of device 3, where PCC wire is 
bonded on Ag coated Cu lead. Difference in wire material and processing parameters affect 
failures at wedge bond.   
In each case, only few bonds from the device, for ball and wedge, were analyzed and were 
considered representative of other bond-pad-lead pairs. This research focuses on building 
a failure prediction model using the obtained failure time data. Table 5.1, summarizes 
failure times from observation for ball and wedge bonds. Devices that did not show failure 
even at the end of test (2100 hours) are represented as 2100+ hours.  
Table 5.1: Summary of failure time from cross sectioning of device. 
Device No. Ball Bond 
Failure Time 
(hours) 








1 2100 + 466 + 2100 + 466+ 
2 2100 + 466 + 2100 + 466+ 
3 1600 355 2100 + 466+ 
4 2100 466 800 177 
5 2100 466 1600 355 
6 1600 355 1600 355 
7 2100 466 2100 + 466+ 
8 2100 + 466+ 2100 + 466+ 




Figure 5.4: Ball and Wedge Bond Parameters. 
Time to complete failure at these interfaces depends on various geometrical and material 



























Wire material (1) Cu Cu PCC PCC PCC Cu Cu Cu PCC 
Wire diameter (µm) 
(2) 
25.4 48 20 18 18 20 18 20 20 
Bond-over-active-
circuitry (BOAC) 
thickness (µm)  (3) 
0 0 6 8 8 6 4.4 7.5 7.5 
Pd coat thickness 
(µm)  (4) 
0 0 0.51 0.41 0.33 0 0 0 0.35 
Passivation layer 
thickness (µm) (5) 
0 0 0.2 0.25 0.25 0.2 0.42 0.32 0.23 
Ball bond length 
(µm)  (6) 
86 123 34 30 30 36 47.3 44.6 54.9 
Ball bond height 
(µm)  (7) 
43 70 25 24.5 24.5 30 34.5 35.1 34.3 
Ball bond curvature1 
(µm) (8) 
12.11 22.5 5.9 8.2 6.7 12.2 11.0 10.4 13.8 
Ball bond curvature2 
(µm) (9) 
17.3 21.7 5.9 8.0 6.6 14.3 16.8 13.1 15.5 
Bond pad thickness 
(µm)  (10) 
2.5 5 1.1 1.1 1.1 2 0.8 1.5 0.8 
Epoxy mold 
compound (EMC) 
CTE1 (ppm/°C) (11) 
12 12 8 6 6 12 8 8 12 




47 45 37 51 51 49 33 33 49 
EMC Glass transition 
temperature (Tg) (°C) 
(13) 
150 150 130 140 140 130 125 125 130 
Interfacial Pd 
thickness (µm)  (14) 
0 0 0 3.1 2.2 0 0 0 4.4 
Wedge length (µm)   
(15) 
95 115 50 30 30 33 100 55 30 
Wedge height (µm)   
(16) 
18.4 20.9 19.7 18.8 17.1 9.8 24.5 23 5.5 
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Wedge angle (degree) 
(17) 
10 10 20 30 28 15 10 20 10 
Lead coat material 
(18) 
Cu Ag Ag Ag Ag Ag Ni Ni Ag 
Lead coat thickness 
(µm)   (19) 
0 5.5 5 5.5 5.5 4.5 1.5 1.5 4.5 
Upper radius (µm)   
(20) 
17.4 48.5 14 18 18 20 16.3 15.9 15.7 
Lower radius (µm)   
(21) 
22 37.4 33.5 15. 15 22.4 20.7 32.1 45.1 
Wedge width (µm)   
(22) 
135 125.2 34.3 36.6 38.5 37.5 52.6 50.8 39.6 
Shortest wedge 
distance (µm)  (23) 
19 14 10.4 8.4 7.4 8.6 19 15.6 17.5 
To judge the susceptibility of a component to failure from a knowledge of the value of a 
few measurable parameters which can be obtained by analyzing a small sample of the 
device a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based approach was adopted. It is widely 
used in data modelling to extract critical features and reduce the dimensionality of the 
parametric space, without losing significant information in the process. It becomes 
ubiquitous in applications with large data set and is a unique way to identify critical factors 
that affect copper wire bond failure times in commercial devices. There is a large amount 
of data (14 parameters for ball bond and 9 parameters for wedge bond) which are related 
to each other and ultimately the TTF. Correlation coefficients among 14 variables for ball 
bond and 9 variables for wedge bond indicate several significant relationships as shown in 
Table 5.3. Wire material shows positive correlation with Pd coat thickness and interfacial 
Pd thickness. Wire diameter is directly related to ball bond geometry such as bond length, 
height and curvature. Additionally, wire diameter and bond pad thickness shows positive 
correlation indicating that manufacturers tend to use thicker pad for thicker wires, possibly 
to prevent BOAC crack. From wedge bond coefficients, geometry of wedge is found to be 
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closely related to each other such as wedge length and wedge width, which arises out of 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Relating these variables to failure time can be done by grouping devices from three-
dimensional scatter plots, which becomes cumbersome for analysis as there will be 1771 
plots for a set of 23 parameters (23C3). Principal component analysis is as a dimensionality 
reduction tool here that can be used to eliminate parameters that does not show higher 
variance and group parts that are similar. This is done by finding the line (eigenvector) that 
has maximum variance with the parameters. The direction of the first such line is not 
constrained. A second line can be found that has the next maximum value of variance 
(eigenvalue) with the data however, this line must be perpendicular to the first line. These 
lines or eigenvectors are called principal components and their eigenvalues give the value 
of variance with the data. Principal components with the high eigenvalues are chosen, 
which accounts for the largest spread in data. From this ‘spread’ some of the devices form 
groups based on their similarity with one another. These groups of devices are anticipated 
to have the same (or nearly the same) TTF, based on which a life time estimation can be 
obtained for a device that falls within a parametric space.  
In this study, grouping of the nine devices under study into sets was done based on the ball 
bond parameters collected above that contribute to interfacial separation. It is anticipated 
that the TTF of the ball bonds in the temperature cycle test will be close to each other for 
devices in the same set. With inclusion of failure time data, this method can be used to 
predict failure time of a new device by determining its parameters, and using it along with 
the training set of data to find the nearest neighbor group whose failure time is known from 
experimental testing.  TTF of the new device is expected to be similar to that of the devices 
in the neighboring groups. This method can be used to assess failure time without 
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conducting extensive accelerated tests. However, the test is valid only for the specific 
failure mechanism mentioned in this study and under the similar test conditions.   
5.1. Data-Based Failure Time Modelling Principal Component 
Analysis 
Principal component analysis is used to identify patterns and similarities within a large list 
of parameters that contribute to a part. Such identification of patterns in high dimensions 
become cumbersome using graphical representation. Another great advantage of the 
method is that it can reduce the high dimension to lower dimension with negligible 
information loss. Consider a data set, represented by a vector ‘x’, where,  
𝑿 = (𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐, … , 𝒙𝒏)  (6) 




(𝒙𝟏 + ⋯ + 𝒙𝒏)   (7) 




∑ {(𝒙 − 𝝁)(𝒙 − 𝝁)𝑻}𝒏𝒊=𝟏   (8) 
The components of 𝐶𝑥, denoted by 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 , represents the covariance and 𝑐𝑖,𝑖, the variance  
between the random variable components 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗. Simply put, the variance determines 
the spread of values around the mean values and the covariance determines how much each 
of the dimensions vary from the mean with respect to each other.   
The eigenvectors 𝑒𝑖 and corresponding eigenvalues 𝜆𝑖 are the solutions to the equation 
given by,  
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𝑪𝒙𝒆𝒊 =  𝝀𝒊𝒆𝒊  (9) 
From here, the equation can be solved to find 𝜆𝑖 by solving the characteristic equation,  
      | 𝑪𝒙 −  𝝀𝑰| =  𝟎  (10) 
where, I is the identity matrix of order same as that of 𝐶𝑥 
From comparing the values of different eigenvectors, an ordered orthogonal basis is 
created, with the first eigenvector having the direction of largest variance. This way is used 
to reduce the data, comprised of higher dimensions, into lower dimensions, that have 
significant variance.   
Principal component analysis reduces the parameters for ball bond by combining and 
choosing the most important ones based on the principal component values for each. A 
higher principal component value represents a parameter that is more important while the 
lower ones can be eliminated. This is done by finding the eigenvector which shows the 
maximum variance with the data. The eigenvalue is amount of variance that is obtained 





Figure 5.5: Scree plot showing eigenvalues of different principal components for ball bond parameters (top) 
and wedge bond parameters (bottom). 
Scree plot, Figure 5.5 (top), shows eigenvalues for different components and it can be seen 
that the first three parameter components (NOTE: these are parameter components NOT 
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electronic components) have high eigenvalues compared to the others, for ball bond as well 
as wedge bond, hence only the first three are chosen. Score plot, Figure 5.6, shows the 
devices in groups plotted on the chosen three principal components, PC1, 2 and 3. From 
the score plot devices 1-9 can be grouped as highlighted and devices that fall in the group 
have similar failure times found from experiments. Device 3 and 6 that fail before 1600 
hours, device 4 and 5 that fail before 2100 hours and device 1 and 2 that did not fail for 
2100 hours lie within the same groups. Although device with same failure times fall within 
the same group, the group itself do not align in space based in TTF. For e.g. device 1,2 and 
9 does not fail even after 2100 hours, but 1 and 2 form a group, while 9 is far away from 
forming a separate group. This is attributed to parameter that contributed to failure of these 
bonds, which may be different. Device 9 does not fail because it is a PCC wire bond with 
interfacial Pd thickness of 4.4µm that inhibits IMC growth and leads to longer life, while 
device 1 and 2 do not fail because they have thick wire bonds that results in reduced bond 
stress in addition to high Tg mold compound material that contributes to less thermal stress 




Figure 5.6: Result of PCA showing groups of devices based on its variables. 
Score plot of device based on wedge bond parameters is shown in Figure 5.7, where a 
distinct group comprising of 4 and 5 is observed. An extended group of 4, 5 and 6 is 
labelled, where failure times (from Table 5.1) are close to each other. Other devices are 
scattered and do not form groups as well as those in ball bond parameters. Reason for lack 
of organization is due to lower number of parameters that are considered for the wedge 
bond in comparison with ball bonds and lower number of failed wedge bonds. Only 9 
parameters are considered for wedge bond PCA as not many exclusive ones exist, that is 
instrumental for device failure. However, with more device failure, a better relationship is 
expected. Although variations in bonds were considered to be low, the cross-sectioned 
plane for wedge bonds has a significant effect on the measured parameters due to the un-
symmetry in wedge bonds as compared to ball bonds. The focus of this research is on the 
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bi-metallic ball bonded interface. Although wedge bond modelling is shown here for 
applicability of the method, studying its failure was not part of this research.  
 
Figure 5.7: Score plot (top) showing groups of devices based on wedge bond parameters. 
To estimate failure time of a new device (not part of the above test DOE), material and 
geometrical characteristics needs to be evaluated by cross-sectional analysis and this 
information needs to be used to find its location on the component axes along with the 
training data devices. To show the working of the technique, a hypothetical device of 




Table 5.3 Material and geometrical characteristics of device 10. 
Device Parameters (Ball 
bond) 
New Device 10 
Wire material PCC 
Wire diameter 20 
BOAC thickness 5 
Pd coat thickness 0.5 
Passivation layer thickness 0.25 
Ball bond length (6) 35 
Ball bond height (7) 18 
Ball bond curvature1(8) 10 
Ball bond curvature2(9) 10 
Bond pad thickness (10) 2 
EMC CTE1 (11) 12 
EMC CTE2 (12) 45 
EMC Tg (13) 130 
Interfacial Pd thickness (14) 3 
 
Using these values component coordinates are identified and device 10 is plotted along 
with the training set of 9 devices as shown in Figure 8. Distance of device 10 is calculated 
from other groups, from which it is expected that failure time of device 10 will be close to 
that of device 9. This is also evident from values presented in Table 5.3, which are similar 




Figure 5.8: Identification of failure time of new device 10. 
The nine different devices are categorized into three major groups based on the principal 
parameter components 1, 2 and 3. PCA can also identify the parameters based on which 
the devices were split into groups; this is given by higher values of principal component as 





Figure 5.9: Principal Component Values of Ball Bond Parameters. 
Length of ball bond base, bond height and bond pad thickness have higher PC1 values 
compared to the others, which makes them a determining factor in grouping the 
components in the PC1 axis. From this analysis the independent factor in PC1 that has the 
highest contribution is the bond pad thickness and is chosen for further analysis. Palladium 
coating thickness, EMC CTE2 and wire material are the other determining factor that is 
chosen to categorize components along PC2 direction and bond curvature and EMC Tg 
contribute to categorizing in the PC3 direction. It must be noted that the palladium coating 
thickness parameter also includes the wire material type parameter because the pure copper 





5.2. Summary  
Twenty-three parameters of wire bond that is critical for its failure in thermal cycling 
condition was identified and used to build a data-based model to estimate failure time of a 
new device. Failure times obtained from accelerated thermal cycling test was used as 
training data for this model and a method to estimate lifetime of a new device was shown. 
This method can aid in part selection, where lifetime can be estimated just by the 
knowledge of the initial parameters. The confidence of results from this model can be 
improved with addition of training data from more devices.  
Additionally, this data-based method was used to identify contribution of bond parameters 
in reliability of the wire bonds. Al bond pad thickness was found to be a critical parameter 
from this analysis, based on its principal component value (loading). Thus, from this 
analysis, effect of pad thickness is chosen for further investigation as presented in Part II 










6. Dependence of Bond Shear Strength on Pad Thickness and 
Interfacial Changes due to Aging of Bonds 
Shear force analysis have been widely accepted as an important criterion for bond quality 
assessment and is followed by most of the OEMs today. Standards such as AEC Q-100-
001, ASTM F1269-13 and JESD 22-B116 are typically used for judging bonding quality, 
but these standards were mainly developed for Au wire bonds and does not reflect change 
in wire material to Cu (except JESD 22-B116 Rev). Additionally, all of these standards 
does not consider the effect of bond characteristics, except wire diameter, on the shear 
force of the bonds. This chapter aims to study one such parameter, bond pad thickness, 
which was found to be a critical factor affecting the shear force. 
6.1. Effect of Pad Thickness on Initial Bond Shear Analysis 
6.1.1. Bond Shear Analysis  
Bond shear testing is the process of measuring the bond adhesive strength by performing a 
destructive test. Figure 6.1 illustrates the process, where a shear tool, much wider than the 





Figure 6.1: Bond shear testing showing bond yielding at the interface. 
The shear tool is set to move at a constant speed, while the force encountered to move the 
tool in its path is noted. As the tool hits the bond and stops, the force is increased until the 
bond breaks. Peak force that causes the break is recorded as the shear strength of the bond. 
Bond shear testing is primarily used to optimize the bonding process and then to qualify 
and monitor wire bonds on production samples. It can also indicate the stress tolerance of 
the bond, such as stress from thermal expansion of mold compound during thermal cycling 
conditions.  
Bond shear strength depends on several factors that are listed below: 
1. Bonded materials 
2. Area of bonding  
3. Surface roughness of bond pad  
4. Oxidation of Al pad surface 
5. IMC strength 
6. IMC area 
7. IMC % area coverage 








9. Pad film ductility and strength 
Thermosonic ball bonding of Cu wire utilizes power, time, and force in the bonding 
“recipe”, controlling the process to break native oxide on the Al pad surface and cause 
increase in temperature, promoting formation of a solid-solid solution of Cu-Al IMC. 
Wherever oxide remains intact on the Al surface, IMC will not form, hence no bonding in 
that area. IMC area is most significant in determining bond strength, with increased IMC 
coverage hence higher strength preferred.  
Bond strength can be measured in a pass/fail sense in the bond pull test. If the wire breaks 
mid-span while the bond ball is still intact, then the bond is considered strong. However, 
this doesn’t predict the bond’s reliability once it is packaged, surrounded by molding 
compound with a different thermal coefficient of expansion. The bond shear test is used 
on these strong bonds to provide a value that may be more indicative of bond reliability. 
IMC area is most significant in determining bond strength, with increased IMC area 
resulting in higher shear strength. IMC coverage as percentage of bond area can be 
measured in a destructive test.  Companies may decide to set a lower limit for IMC 
coverage such as 80%, below which reliability may be assumed to be questionable. 
Several wire bond shear testing standards are in use, such as JEDEC, ASTM, AEC, etc. 
[1][2][3]. These have been developed to perform standard shear tests facilitating the results 
to be compared. Only the JEDEC JESD22-B116 most recent version that addresses Cu 
wire bonds, while the other standards are primarily meant for Au wire bonds. Shear 
strength values increase with ball diameter, and ball diameter increases with wire diameter. 
This is due to larger IMC area, from increased free air ball (FAB) diameter in larger 
diameter wires. Ball bond diameter is typically 2 to 3 times the wire diameter.  
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A non-destructive bond shear test (NDBS) can be used in cases where 100% screening is 
required. In NDBS testing the shear tool stresses the bond only up to a preset value, which 
is kept much below the predetermined force required to shear a “good bond”, and then 
retracts. It has been shown that NDBS does not affect ultimate destructive shear strength 
(for 25.4um bonds with bond diameter greater than or equal to 2.5 times the diameter). 
Usually NDBS limit of about 50-60% is used. ASTM (F1269-06) recommends different 
limits for NDBS tests based on the bond conditions.  
This study shows the importance of considering bond pad thickness effect on the shear 
force analysis through an experimental and finite element analysis study.  
6.1.2. Test Vehicle and Design of Experiment  
Four different bonding process recipes on four different Al bond pad thickness were used 
in the experiment to study the bond pad thickness effects on bond shear results. 
Thermosonic ball bonds were made with Cu wire of diameter 18 µm on Al integrated 
circuit test pads.  Pad thicknesses of 0.5, 1 and 4 µm Al were included, to cover a wide 
range of thickness used in integrated circuit and power electronic devices.  Power and time 
were varied in the bonding recipe to purposely create bonds that are strong, yet exhibit a 
range of IMC coverage in the bonds. Table 6.1 lists the experimental bonding recipe main 
parameters.  
Table 6.1: Bonding process recipes used in the experiment 
 
Bonding Parameters Recipe 1 Recipe 2 Recipe 3 Recipe 4
Power (Watts) 94% (1.78) 97% (1.84) 97% (1.84) 100% (1.9)
Time (ms) 67% (37) 75% (41.5) 84% (46) 100% (55)
Force (gF) 100% (47.5) 100% (47.5) 100% (47.5) 100% (47.5)
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Recipes with reduced energy are formulated to create strong bonds having less IMC 
coverage.  Lower energy than this results in “non-stick on pad” (NSOP), where the Cu ball 
pulls off the pad during the wire shaping motions.  It’s not feasible to go to higher energy 
in the experiment because the bond ball diameter begins to exceed the pad width.  
After wire bonding, the assemblies were aged at 185°C for 4 hours to promote small IMC 
growth in the region where IMC had already formed, to enhance IMC visibility later. Then 
the Cu balls etched away with the use of nitric acid to expose the Cu-Al IMC following the 
method mentioned in. Optical microscope, and scanning electron microscope (SEM) with 
electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), were used to identify coverage of IMC at the 
interface, which was then measured and tabulated. Figure 6.2, shows the presence of Cu in 
the central region which corresponds to the CuAl2 IMC. 
 
Figure 6.2: EDS analysis of the ball bond-bond pad interface region after etching. (Left) SEM image and 
(Right) Cu map indicating the Cu-Al IMC region. 
6.2. Results  
Bonding area was measured from inspection of pad Al deformation after etching away the 
Cu ball bonds.  Figure 6.3, shows the bond area versus experimental bond recipe for each 
of the pad Al thicknesses. Bonding area increases with higher bonding power and time as 
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expected. But at lower power and time, thicker pads caused smaller bonds. We attribute 
this to the fact that more US energy is being absorbed into the malleable thick Al pad film 
instead of causing more Cu ball deformation. However, with increased power and time the 
bond ball shape and bond area became essentially constant at the largest diameter, 
regardless of pad thickness. This indicates an apparent robustness against pad thickness 
changes in the optimal bonding recipe. 
 
Figure 6.3: Ball bond area measurement for all pad thickness with different bonding recipes. 
Figure 6.4 shows the IMC area measured after etching the bond. It shows an increase in 
IMC area with higher energy bonding recipes, as expected. The error bars show the range 
measured from 0.5 to 4 µm pad thickness. Maximum area of IMC coverage is limited by 





Figure 6.4: IMC area in different pad for different bonding recipes. 
%IMC coverage (with respect to bond area) in Figure 6.5 increases from about 50% to over 
80% as bond recipe energy increases. Error bars show the range of measurements made 
from 0.5 to 4 µm pad thickness. %IMC coverage also becomes consistent at the highest 
energy recipe similar to the ball bond area.   
 
Figure 6.5: IMC percent coverage measurement for all bond pad thicknesses with different bonding recipes. 
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Shear strength and shear mode was tabulated for about 10 bonds for each recipe on each of 
the pad thicknesses. Figure 6.6 shows example micrographs of bonds after shear test for 
the 4 pad thicknesses.  All sheared in the Al below the bond as expected. In this case, the 
shear mode tells us that Al strength is being exceeded, and that all other aspects of the bond 
are therefore stronger than the Al shear strength, including pad films adhesion to the 
silicon-dioxide below, IMC adhesion between Al and Cu, and the Cu ball itself. 
 
Figure 6.6: Shear mode for bonds on different pad thickness. (Clock wise from top left) 0.5um, 1um, 4um 
and 3um. 
Figure 6.7 is example optical micrographs showing IMC after etching away the ball bonds, 




Figure 6.7: Images of ball bond-bond pad interface post etching. IMC region is highlighted in grey shade 
and the ball bond area is also marked. 
 
6.2.1. Pad Thickness Effect – Experimental Results 
Shear force measurements are shown in Figure 6.8, which shows a trend of increased shear 
force with thicker pad for the same bonding recipe. An average of 33% more shear force 
is required to shear the ball bond off 4 µm Al pad as compared to 0.5 µm pad thickness.  
Higher power and time (obtained by changing recipe from 1 to 4) in bonding caused an 
increase in shear force due to increased IMC area, as expected. It is hypothesized that the 
apparent increase in shear force with increased pad Al thickness is due to higher stress 




Figure 6.8: Shear force values for bonds on different pad thickness with different bonding recipes. 
A recently revised standard, JEDEC JESD47J for qualification of integrated circuits, states 
that each Au or Cu ball bond on Al bond pad shall have shear force per bond area greater 
than 0.0062 gram force/µm2 to be considered reliable. The shear strength of bonds in this 
study were above the limit specified by the standard.   
6.2.2. Pad Thickness Effect – FEA Results 
Finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to investigate stress in the pad Al due to the 
force of a shear tool, to try and match the physical data and to gain more understanding 
from the shear test.  Figure 6.9 shows the model of a bond ball attached to the bond pad 
used in this analysis. The wire diameter is and bond diameter roughly match experimental 




Figure 6.9: Finite element model of ball bond on bond pad.  
The pad Al bottom face was implemented as a bonded “fixed support”. Von-Mises stress 
is monitored to observe stress distribution in the Al pad. Thick pads show lower stress than 
thinner pads for the same applied force. In other words, it will require higher shear stress 
on the Cu ball to cause the Al film below it to yield, when the Al is thicker.  Table 6.2 
summarizes data for an applied shear force of 12 gF, for FEA models of 4 different Al pad 
thicknesses.  For the same applied shear force on the Cu ball, FEA predicts much more 
stress in the thinnest pad Al film, with a 43% increase in stress with the thickest pad at the 
same point below the Cu bond (comparable to the 33% average increase observed 
experimentally). 
Table 6.2: Relative shear stress for different pad thickness 
 FEA Relative Shear Strength in pad Al for stress 
on Cu ball of 12gF 
Pad Thickness (µm) 0.5 1 3 4 
Von-Mises Stress  (MPa) 283 252.6 212 198 




FEA helps explain why higher force is required to shear the Al film apart on thicker pads. 
Four to five times the amount of force (12 gF) is actually required experimentally to cause 
the whole bond to shear from the pad, but FEA has sufficiently validated the effect of shear 
force on pad thickness by this simple modeling. Lower stress in thick pads is due to the 
increased stress dissipation through the malleable Al. Figure 6.10 shows aerial views of 
stress in the pad beneath the Cu ball bond.  As mentioned, the applied 12 gF on the Cu ball 
causes highest stress below the yield point for Al (240 MPa) in the case of thick pad.  The 
thin pad, in the same location, has 283 MPa stress (red region), already far above the yield 
point.  This is another view illustrating that results of shear testing predicts higher shear 
values for Cu bonds on thicker pad Al. 
 
Figure 6.10: Von-Mises stress at a section 0.25µm under the bond pad for an applied force of 12gF. 
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6.3. Effect of Interfacial Changes on Bond Shear Analysis  
The contact region of Cu bond, through IMC formation, governs the area of Al pad that 
experiences the shearing load. Thus the shear load indicates adhesion between bond and 
pad. With conditions such as non-optimized bonds, pre-existing defects in die pad, and 
incorrect shear method, location of shear and magnitude of force could be different, which 
needs to be addressed in order to obtain consistently correct shear force values that can be 
compared between different bond samples. JESD22B-116B specifies six shear mode types, 
which are presented in Table 6.3, of which type II is the desired shear mode.  
Table 6.3: Shear Mode Types as Presented in JESD22B-116B [1]. 
S. No. Shear Mode 




Type I: Bond 
lift 
Separation of wire bond from 
pad.  
Unreasonably low shear force 
Poor IMC coverage  




Shear at the bonding surface 
(Al) 





Chip out of die material 
Pre-existing cracks in die  




Shearing of pad before the 
bond observed 
Low tool height  




Tool passes over the bond 
Large tool height  
Squished bond due to non-optimized 
parameter 
6 
Type VI: Pad 
lift 
Removal of Al, exposing die 
material 
Poor Al adhesion to die 
Non-optimized bonding condition 
 
The standard does not explain the mechanics of shear testing and its effect on bond 
degradation. Such an explanation would aid in understanding the effect of shear force on 
bond reliability. With the growth in thickness of IMC, the interface changes due to 
emergence of new phases of material and thus a change in the material properties, affecting 
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shear force. Cross-sections of destructively sheared bonds after aging at 200°C show some 
regions under the bond that have CuAl2 and no Al remaining. These regions experience 
failure in Cu bulk or at interface between Cu and CuAl2 IMC as shown in Figure 6.11. This 
is different from initial condition, where shearing occurs only at the Al interface. To 
correlate change in shear force to the mode of shear, sheared region from different aging 
conditions were analyzed.  
 




We observe that shear force and failure mode at bond interface varies with interfacial 
degradation. To study this, four Cu wire bond recipes (Table 1) were formulated that would 
each give shear mode of type II at initial condition as shown in Figure 6.13. All of the 
measured shear forces are well above the limit set by JEDEC standard JESD-B116B for a 
good quality bond.  
Shear force increases with recipe bonding energy due to larger area of IMC coverage. 
Additional factors include thicker IMC formation, and the change in shear failure region 
in locations where all the pad Al is consumed, as mentioned above.  
 
Figure 6.12: Shear force for different bonding conditions used in this study. 
For all of the recipes, aging to 24 hours shows a significant increase in shear force 
(Figure 6.13). This is due to greater IMC coverage at the interface thus improving adhesion 
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of bond to pad. Post shear images show remaining Cu in some regions, which is absent in 
the case of un-aged shear samples.  Traces of CuAl2 (brown region) are observed with 
higher energy bond recipes, 3 and 4, which is verified to identify the correct phase of IMC 
as shown in Figure 6.14.  
 
 
Figure 6.13: Post shear analysis for four bond recipes after different aging times. 
Aging to 72 hours at 200°C causes a drop in shear force for recipe 2 and 3, but an increase 
for recipe 4. This is attributed to the fact that larger bonding area, such as in recipe 4, leads 
to greater IMC coverage area thereby reaching greater peak force later, as compared to the 
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lower energy recipes. Sheared region of bond recipe 3 after 24 hours at 200°C shows 
indications of remaining Cu and CuAl2 (brown region). 
 
 
Figure 6.14: EDS scan showing CuAl2 on post sheared region. 
In addition, some areas of pad peeling are also observed, which is caused by complete 
consumption of Al in the pad material by CuAl2 IMC. This is especially noticeable in recipe 




Figure 6.15: Shear force for all bonding recipes with thermal aging. 
Aging to 168 hours, shows significant drop in shear forces and a change in shear mode 
for 3 out of 4 bond recipes (recipe 2, 3 and 4). Post shear analysis shows failure 
predominantly in the interface between Cu and IMC, leading to a significant drop in shear 
force. A larger area of pad peeling is also observed, which contributes to reduced shear 
force compared to 24 and 72 hours.  
After aging to 500 hours at 200°C, bond force still shows higher values compared to initial 
conditions, especially high in the case of recipe 4 where bond area is largest, indicating a 
possibility of lateral coverage along with growth in thickness of IMC.  However, compared 
to 168 hours, a drop in force in all 4 bond recipes is observed, owing to the growth in 
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thickness of CuAl2 IMCs and an adverse change in shear mode. Sheared region shows Cu, 
CuAl2 (brown region) and underlying Si. Thus 500 hours of aging at 200°C marks the onset 
of bond force reduction. 
6.5. Conclusion 
Bond shear testing is an important evaluation process that is used to categorize good quality 
bonds from bad ones. Several factors contribute to the shear force. We have shown that Al 
bond pad thickness is a significant factor in shear test results, with Cu bonds on thicker 
pads producing higher shear strength values than for thinner pads, even for non-optimized 
Cu wire bond recipes. Shear mode is consistent throughout the experiment, shearing in the 
pad Al beneath the bond at the non-aged condition. IMC% coverage was measured and it 
was concluded that it did not cause the increase in shear force. A hypothesis that the thick 
Al pads absorb higher stress than thin pads is proven by performing FEA on a simplified 
model of the ball bond-bond pad interface. For the same applied lateral stress to the Cu 
bond ball, calculated stress developed in the Al pad film is significantly less for thick pads 
compared to thin pads. This implies that shear test limits in manufacturing should take pad 
Al thickness into account when comparing bonds from different devices. 
With exposure to high temperature, bond interface undergoes changes through IMC growth 
that is reflected by the bond shear analysis. Four recipes were used in the study to 
understand effect of aging on shear force analysis. Results show a trend of initial increase 
in the shear force for the bonds due to lateral IMC growth. The peak force reached by the 
bonds take a longer time in the case of Recipe 1 (lowest values of bond parameter settings 
used in study) compared to others. Extended time of 500 hours of aging at 200ºC shows 
pad peeling which causes a reduction in shear force. Although it is higher than in the un-
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aged condition, interfacial IMC has consumed most of Al pad and hence at this state, other 
failures of the bond can occur. Hence shear force analysis must include the study of aging 
conditions and shear mode along with the force values in order to study wire bonded 
interface.  
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7. Effect of Aluminum Bond Pad Thickness on Cu Wire Bond 
Reliability. 
Aluminum bond pad thickness was shown to be a critical parameter in the device 
classification that led to reliability modelling as well as from the results shown in Chapter 
4, where IMC activation energy was different with devices from different pad thicknesses. 
With these preliminary results on pad thicknesses, detailed review of literature was 
performed to identify the effect and need to study it from a perspective of understanding 
Cu wire bond characteristics and reliability.  
7.1. Introduction  
Bond pad related failures have been widely studied in the past [6][7], of which Al pad 
thickness have been studied previously from the stand point of manufacturing to ensure 
good bendability of Cu. Two critical concerns exists with use of Cu wire, (1) Use of thin 
Al pads with higher (than Au) bond force required to make the bond can cause failure in 
the active circuitry beneath the bond pad (BOAC), causing minor cracks that can propagate 
under use condition to cause failure, (2) Use of thick bond pads can lead to extrusion of the 
Al, known as Al “splash”, which could pose risk in fine pitch devices, where unnecessary 
electrical contact may exist from one pad to another. Song, M. et al., [1] observed several 
modes of failure during the wire bonding such as pad cratering, pad metal peeling and Al 
push-out with non-optimized pads. They prescribed need to consider BOAC cracking and 
Al “splash” for optimizing pad thickness for use with Cu wire bonding. Electrical probing 
for circuitry verification prior to wire bonding can removed Al from material due to probe 
shear. This can led to areas of very less Al that can adversely affect Cu bonding. Thick 
bond pads are typically used with high power devices such as MOSFETs, IGBTs, etc. 
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where resistance to electron flow in interconnection can significantly affect device 
performance. On the other hand, small-signal devices such as as micro-processors, 
transceivers, receivers, etc. use thin pads to prevent excess “splash” of Al, which is a 
concern especially for these fine pitch devices.  
Although such optimization is necessary from the standpoint of bondability, the effect of 
Al pad thickness on Cu wire bond characteristics further in the life cycle has not be 
evaluated thoroughly. With exposure to high temperature, Cu diffusion in Al leads to Cu-
Al IMC formation. In this bi-metallic joint, Al becomes the limiting material as compared 
with Cu and hence controls the thickness and phases of IMC formation. To understand the 
effect of the limiting material, Sarabol, P., et al.,[2] studied three cases of Cu and Al ratio, 
namely, (1) 2 µm:0.2 µm, (2) 2 µm:2 µm and (3) 0.2 µm:2 µm at initially formed condition 
and after aging for several days at 50C, 100C, 150C and 200C. Interface integrity was 
studied through a pull test on the joint. Case (2) and (3) required significantly lower pull 
load than (1), indicating the poor interfacial performance with higher Cu content than Al, 
as present in wire bonded joints. Hence the results from the study indicate poor 
performance of “thin” Al pads.  
Fan, S., et al.,[3] studied the effect of different Al pad thickness in interfacial IMC growth 
of Cu wire bonding with use of a thin pad (0.8 µm to 1.5 µm), medium pad (1.6 µm to 2.8 
µm) and a thick pad (2.9 µm to 4 µm). High temperature storage at 175C and 205C was 
performed and devices were removed at 500, 1000 and 2000 hours from 175C and 250, 
500 and 1000 hours from 205°C. Results from the study showed growth of Cu9Al4 with 
the thin pad at 1000 hours in 205°C and absence of Cu9Al4 in the thick pad at the same 
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aging temperature and time. This was attributed to the constant supply of Al in the thick 
pad that continued growth of CuAl2 but not Cu9Al4.  
Hentzell, H.T.G., et al.,[4] performed isothermal aging study on Cu-Al bimetallic thin-film 
to study interfacial diffusing species and identify phase kinetics. Vapor deposition of both 
Cu and Al were done up to a thickness of 2700 Å and 5000 Å respectively and were aged 
for time interval from 5 minutes to 160 hours.  X-Ray diffraction showed the first forming 
phase was θ-CuAl2, which was reported to grow until all Al is consumed and near the end 
of Al depletion after which a 𝜂2-CuAl phase was identified. Finally a 𝛾2-Cu9Al4 phase was 
identified after most of θ-CuAl2 was consumed. This ‘single compound growth’ 
phenomenon was further strengthened with the results from aging of thicker Al (much 
thicker than Cu), where θ-CuAl2 is the first and last phase that is said to exist at the 
interface.  
On the other hand, IMC growth in bulk specimen as presented in the study by Kouters, 
M.H.M., et al.,[5] shows multiple phases that grow simultaneously at the Cu-Al interface. 
Hence, thickness of Al in the case of Cu-Al system has a significant effect on the time of 
formation of different IMC phases.  
Interfacial reaction between interacting elements in wire bond-bond pad configuration are 
different from that of materials prepared by methods such as vapor deposition, bulk-
specimen welding, etc. due to the following factors:  
(1) Grain boundary to grain volume ratio  
(2) Interfacial defects (i.e. dislocation) and 
(3) Limiting volume of one or both of diffusing elements.  
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With the above knowledge of studies presented in literature and the differences to Cu-Al 
ball bond-bond pad pair, this study is conducted to understand the IMC growth and 
interfacial failure with different bond pad thickness conditions.  
A plan for studying the effect of Al pad thickness is developed as shown in Figure 7.1. 
 




This work will use of QFN test device on which wire bonds were bonded in-house with 
controlled parameters that consists of two different pad thicknesses (0.675 µm and 3 µm) 
as shown in Figure 7.2. These packages were encapsulated and then aged at two 
temperature conditions, 175°C and 200°C, during which electrical measurements and 
cross-sectional analysis are performed on devices taken out at an interval of 50 hours.  
7.2. Test Vehicle and Design of Experiment 
OFN packages was used in the isothermal aging study. These packages consisted of Si die 
at the center with 5 large pads and few smaller pads. 4 out of the 5 large bond pads were 
located at each side of the package and was used in this study. Wire bonding on these 
packages were done with a K&S 4524 Ultrasonic Wire Bonder using 18 um Cu wire, 
similar to that used in many COTS devices. A forming gas (N2H2) was used to prevent 
oxidation during free air ball (FAB) formation, which ensured good bonding between Cu 
and Al. Wire bonds were made in manner to be able to measure 4-wire resistance on the 
bonds under study as shown in Figure. This allowed for monitoring the changes due to 
IMC growth and interfacial cracking that occurs at the Cu-Al interface. 4 of the 5 large 
pads were used, with two ball bonds on one pad that connects to two different leads as 
shown, additionally wire bonds were made from one lead to another to form a connection 
to measure the 4 wire resistance. With this configuration, 4 data points were able to be 
obtained with each side of the package. Post wire bonding, these packages were 
encapsulated with HYSOL FP4450, one-part epoxy mold compound at room temperature 
and cured at 165ºC for 1 hour. All of the 90 packages used in the study were subjected to 
baseline characterization to obtain electrical resistance data right after cure profile was 




Figure 7.2: Test Vehicle – QFN device with Cu Wire Bonds.  
Base line measurements shows a higher resistance with the 0.675μm pads compared to the 
3μm pads, due to the larger cross-sectional area in the latter case as shown in Figure 7.3. 
This trend was consistent with all packages. Several data points were collected to observe 
if there were variations due to measurement but it was found that the measurement 
variations were minimal. Minor variation from one bond pad to another was observed, 
especially with the 0.675 μm pads, but each bond pair was marked and its aging resistance 




Figure 7.3: Base line Characterization Results for All Bond Pairs in QFN Package. 
 
7.3. Results from Accelerate Thermal Aging  
About 20 devices of each 0.675 μm and 3 μm devices were aged at each of 175°C and 
200°C condition. These devices were removed every 50 hours for resistance monitoring 
for all packages. Figure 7.4 shows one device from 175°C and 200°C that was aged until 
1000 hours and 650 hours respectively. In the case of 175°C, a steady increase was 
observed with 0.675 and 3um until about 600 hours, after which bonds on the thin pad 
shows a sharp increase compared to those on the thick pad. In the 200°C case, a similar 
trend is observed but resistance values go up to almost two orders of magnitude higher than 




Figure 7.4: Resistance of One Bond Pair with Thermal Aging 
Average values of resistance taken from multiple devices were used for analysis as 
significant variations were found from one device to another during thermal aging. Figure 
7.5 shows the averaged values obtained from the test. Thin pad shows a higher change in 
resistance by completion of the test compared to the thick pad. A reasonable value of 
increase that can be assumed to be failure is 20%. A knee point is defined here as the time 
to cause greater than 20% resistance increase, which occurs sooner with the thin pad than 
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in the case of a thick pad. No open circuits were observed even at the end of test at 175°C 
condition.  
 
Figure 7.5: Isothermal Aging at 175C Condition. 
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Higher resistance increase with the thin pad is attributed to early onset of Cu9Al4, due to 
consumption of all Al from the bond pad material, which leads to long interfacial cracks 
as shown in Figure 7.6. Higher magnification images of the interface at selected time 
intervals are shown in Figure 7.6, where interfacial cracks between IMC and Cu are visible. 
To confirm the growth of Cu9Al4 at the thin pad interface and its delay with thicker pads, 
electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was performed at high magnification at 
the IMC region on both 0.675 and 3 um pad interface that was removed at knee point time 
of thin pad, at 150 hours, where resistance was >20% compared to baseline. Results of 
EDS analysis are shown in Figure 7.7, where atomic % of Cu is seen to be close to the 
range where Cu9Al4 phase (62.5-69%) has been identified. Spectrum locations are pointed 
out where the analysis was performed. At the same aging time and temperature, EDS 
analysis of the IMC shows atomic % of Cu to be 31-36%, close to the range of CuAl2 
identified phase (31.9-33%). A higher Cu is detected in both cases, which could be due to 
the measurement technique itself, which is not a strict surface analysis method. Thus, these 
conditions prove the early growth of Cu9Al4 with thin pad that causes a higher resistance 














Figure 7.7: EDS Analysis Results.  
Similar analysis of average electrical resistance was performed with the devices from 
200°C isothermal aging condition as shown in Figure 7.8. Similar trend of early increase 
in resistance observed with thin pads compared to thick pad. In addition, resistance 
increases to about two order of magnitude than with 175°C aging condition due to 
accelerated IMC growth and interfacial cracking. Few open circuit failures were also 
observed after 350 hours of aging in the 0.675um pad condition. The knee point occurs 




Figure 7.8: Isothermal Aging at 200C Condition. 
Cross-sectional images at different time intervals are shown in Figure 7.9 for both pad 
thicknesses. A continuous crack at interface in 0.675um is observed at times greater than 
300 hours leading to an open circuit failure. With the 3 um pad, interfacial cracks are visible 
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although not continuous and region of contact between bond and pad are present as shown 
in Figure 7.9.  
 
Figure 7.9: Interfacial Damage from 200ºC Aging. 
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EDS analysis was performed on the devices removed at 150 hours. Figure 7.10 shows the 
result from analysis, where higher atomic % of Cu 61-69% is seen at the thin pad case, 
which corresponds to Cu9Al4 phase. In the case of the thick pad, atomic % of Cu is found 







Figure 7.10: EDS Analysis Results. 
Thus, this accelerated thermal aging study shows better performance of Cu wire bonds with 
thick Al pad compared to thin ones due to the early onset of second phase of IMC in the 
latter case. To make the results capable of use in package design analysis and for reliability 
prediction, empirical relationships were derived through use of available data to identify 
increase in resistance as a function of aging time for two pad thickness at two temperature 
conditions. Figure 7.11 shows the % increase in resistance for the different test cases 




Figure 7.11: % Increase in Resistance as a Function of Isothermal Aging Time for Different Test Cases. 
Exponential relationships were established from these data points and its coefficients are 
presented in the table below which can be used for estimating resistance increase in Cu 
wire bonds for two different pad thickness and temperature condition.  





In this study, >20% increase in resistance is considered failure. Experimental time to failure 
values were used to obtain an empirical relationship to relate failure time and pad thickness 
at two different temperature conditions as shown below. 
 
Using the above relationship, failure time (20% resistance increase) of a bond for any bond 
pad thickness (BPT) at two different temperature can be identified. However, only two 
different pad thicknesses were used in the study, hence failure time estimation for any pad 
thickness between the two will have higher confidence than for extrapolation to other 
conditions. It can be observed that reliability of Cu wire bonds show an increase with the 
use of thick pads compared to thin pads, which helps delay growth of Cu9Al4 phase. 
7.4. Conclusion 
Bond pad thickness has a significant effect on the time to growth of Cu9Al4 phase, which 
has been identified in literature. This study is conducted with two pad thicknesses, 0.675 
µm and 3 µm, while keeping all other factors constant. Results from this study shows an 
increased resistance with the thin pad compared to the thick pad. Rise in resistance occurs 
at a short time of aging with thin pad compared to the thick pad. Two isothermal aging 
conditions were used in this study to confirm this trend. Cu9Al4 formation due to lack of 
Al from pad material is considered to be reason for the earlier increase in resistance with 
the thin pad compared to the thick pad. EDS analysis was performed at both pad thickness 
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conditions, which showed presence of Cu9Al4 phase in the thin pad case and not in the 
thick pad case. A 20% increase in resistance is considered failure which is used to build an 
empirical relationship to identify failure time for different pad thickness at two temperature 
conditions.  
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8. Contributions  
Following are the contributions of this work.  
1. First study to present the effect of combined thermal aging and thermal cycling 
reliability of Cu wire bonds, with two sets of accelerated test conditions namely, -
40ºC to 150ºC and -40ºC to 185ºC.  
a. Combined effects of multiple variables were studied through use of COTS 
parts and important parameters that contribute to failure time grouping was 
identified.  
b. A systematic failure assessment showed interfacial separation between 
Cu9Al4 and Cu to be the governing cause of failure under long dwell thermal 
cycling condition.  
c. A data-based failure time model was developed to estimate failure time of 
a new device by evaluating 23 parameters of the wire bond at initial 
condition.  
2. Effect of bond pad thickness on initial shear force was established. Ball bonds on 
thick pad was found to experience higher shear force compared to bonds on thin 
pad due to greater stress distribution in the former case. This was also confirmed 
by FEA which showed similar trend. Data from this study is used in the revision of 
JESD 22B116B standard.  
3. A systematic approach was adopted to study effect of bond pad thickness on 
reliability of Cu wire bonds, which showed higher reliability with 3μm compared 
to 0.675 μm pad thickness under isothermal aging condition of 175ºC and 200ºC. 
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This was found to be caused by delayed growth of Cu9Al4 phase in the case of 3 
µm pad. 
4. Established empirical relationship between time to failure, bond pad thickness and 

















9. Future Work  
This work focused on understanding the reliability of Cu-Al interface degradation 
specifically for microelectronic packages. Failure mechanism in the long dwell thermal 
cycling study was identified as the interfacial separation between Cu9Al4 and Cu. 
However, the strength of this interface was not identified. Use of nano-indentation 
technique can give way to characterizing the interfacial strength which can then be used 
to understand what stress levels can cause propagation of this failure.  
Part I of this study established a data-based failure estimation model to assess reliability 
of COTS parts with Cu wire bonds. 9 devices have been used in this study. Addition of 
more devices to this model is suggested to improve the confidence of the results from 
this method.  
Part II of the study focused on understanding the effect of bond pad thickness on 
reliability of Cu wire bonds under two temperatures and two pad thickness condition. 
Addition of another temperature and pad thickness will provide additional data point 
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